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The aims of this study are to test the claim that grammatical class and imageability 
effects operate at the stage of word form retrieval and to test the claim that the effects of 
imageability and grammatical class in aphasic word production are independent of each other. 
To achieve these aims, this study investigates the effect of imageability on verb-noun naming 
in two Malay aphasic patients whose locus of production impairment is located at word form 
retrieval.  
 
The first chapter provides the background of this study and explains the rationale 
behind the undertaking of this study. Chapter 2 will first introduce a model of spoken word 
production and verb and noun retrieval in aphasia. It will then discuss the hypothesis that 
grammatical class and imageability effects can be observed at word form retrieval and its 
implications on current models of spoken word production.  
 
Two studies are reported in this dissertation. Study 1 was carried out with healthy 
Malay-speaking adults to provide normative data for the experimental tasks used in Study 2 
which was carried out with two Malay aphasic patients to address the claims regarding word 
form retrieval and the independence of the effects of imageability and grammatical class in 
aphasic word production stated above. Chapter 3 will describe the experimental tasks used in 
Study 1 and Study 2 with the both the healthy and aphasic subjects respectively. It will also 
report the outcome of Study 1 which is a small normative data collection study with thirty-
five healthy Malay speakers. The number, mean and standard deviation of this group of 




Chapter 4 reports the outcome of Study 2 with the two aphasic patients in the 
experimental tasks. The first part of this chapter will report the performance patterns of the 
patients in tasks designed to identify the source of their naming impairment. The second part 
of this chapter will report the reanalysis of the patterns of performance of the two patients in 
order to investigate the extent of the role of grammatical class and imageability on their 
performance patterns. 
 
Chapter 5 interprets the patterns of performance of the patients in two parts. The first 
part will focus on the patients’ performance for nouns compared to verbs in naming tasks in 
order to gain more insights into the nature of verb and noun processing at word form retrieval. 
The second part will focus on the implications of the occurrence of verb-noun discrepancy at 
word form retrieval on three current models of spoken word production. Chapter 6 
summarises the conclusions of this study and discusses the limitations and directions for 
future research.  
 
Apart from gaining theoretically informative data about the models of spoken word 
production, the findings of this study may also provide useful information for the design of 













 The possibility that both syntactic and semantic variables operate at word form 
retrieval is a novel one since word form retrieval has been thought to be concerned only with 
information regarding the phonological of shape of words such as stress pattern, word length, 
and syllabic structure (Jescheniak & Levelt, 1994; Levelt, 1989). The influence of variables, 
which originate at the semantic level, at a later level in speech production also raises 
questions about our current understanding of the architecture and processes of models of 





This study investigates the influence of the semantic effect of imageability and the 
syntactic effect of grammatical class on verb-noun naming in two Malay aphasic patients 
whose locus of impairment were located at word form retrieval.  
 
Three questions serve as the basis of this study: 
a.  Is word form retrieval influenced by both grammatical class and imageability 
effects? 
b.  Do these effects operate independently of each other? 
c.  What are the implications of the influence of grammatical class and  








The undertaking of this study is motivated by several factors. Firstly, even though the 
claim that syntactic and semantic effects may operate at word form retrieval is an interesting 
one and may have important implications on current models of spoken word production, the 
number of studies conducted to test this claim remains small. In fact, only three such studies 
have been reported so far (Bachoud-Levi & Dupoux, 2003; Friederici & Shoenle, 1980; 
Cohen, Verstichel, & Dehaene, 1997). Our current understanding of semantic and syntactic 
effects in selective noun-verb naming impairment is that they are limited to the semantic 
system (Rossell & Baty, 2008; Bi, Han, Shu, & Caramazza, 2007) and lexical selection 
(Gebhart, Petersen, & Thach, 2002; Hillis & Caramazza, 1995; Silveri & Di Betta, 1997). An 
investigation of the influence of these two effects at word form retrieval will increase our 
understanding of spoken word production.  
 
 In their study of the role of semantic and syntactic variables at word form retrieval, 
Bachoud-Lévi and Dupoux (2003) selected grammatical class and concreteness as the 
respective syntactic and semantic variables for investigation and found that these effects 
operate independently of each other. However, the semantic variable of imageability has been 
identified as a better predictor of naming performance in aphasic speakers than concreteness 
(Nickels & Howard, 1995; Marcel & Patterson, 1978; Richardson, 1975). Imageability refers to 
the ease with which a word conjures a mental image (Bird, Howard, & Franklin, 2000a) 
whereas concreteness refers to the extent to which a word is concrete (such as apple) or 
abstract (such as hope) (Nickels & Howard, 1995). In general, concrete words and high 
imageability words are retrieved more easily than abstract words and low imageability words 
(the concepts of imageability and concreteness will be discussed in some depth in the next 
chapter). Given the status of imageability as a better predictor of naming than concreteness, 
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imageability was selected as the semantic variable in this study. Whether the semantic effect 
would exert itself more strongly than what was observed in the Bachoud-Levi and Dupoux 
(2003) study will be examined.  
 
 Controlling for imageability instead of concreteness also allows for a related 
investigation of the claim that grammatical class effects can be explained by differences in 
imageability. Several aphasia studies have found that verb-noun discrepancy disappears in 
naming tasks controlled for imageability (Bird et al., 2000a; Breedin, Saffran, & Schwartz, 
1998; Marshall, Chiat, Robson, & Pring, 1996).  This finding seems to suggest that verb-noun 
naming deficits in aphasia reflect imageability, not grammatical class, differences between 
nouns and verbs. This claim has generated much debate regarding whether or not previously 
reported grammatical class deficits reflect true deficits and whether grammatical class and 
imageability effects can independently influence verb-noun naming in aphasia (Bird et al., 
2000a; Breedin et al., 1998; Marshall et al., 1996). It is hoped that the findings of this study 
may contribute towards this understanding. 
 
Finally, the claim that the variables of grammatical class and imageability operate at 
word form retrieval may have implications for previous aphasic studies. Taking into account 
syntactic and semantic factors to correct phonological impairments in aphasic patients could 
have led to the design of more effective therapy strategies which could have been translated 
into improved recovery rates among aphasic patients. In addition, theoretically informative 
data regarding models of spoken word production (Foygel and Dell., 2000; Levelt et al., 
1999; Caramazza, 1997) may have been under-analysed. This study will allow for the 
investigation of the implications of the influence of semantic and syntactic effects at word 








This thesis is divided into six chapters. This chapter provides the context, aims and 
rationale for undertaking this study. Chapter 2 begins with a description of the process of 
spoken word production. The claim that grammatical class effects can be explained by 
differences in imageability and the alternative view that these two effects operate 
independently of each other will then be discussed. Finally, the implications of the influence 
of these effects at word form retrieval on three current models of spoken word production 
will be examined.  
 
Chapter 3 describes the experimental tasks used in Study 1 and 2 as well as the steps 
taken to verify some of the tasks designed for this thesis. It also describes Study 1, a 
normative data collection exercise conducted with 35 healthy Malay speakers for a picture 
naming task, an auditory word-picture matching task, a sentence completion task and an 
immediate repetition task. This was necessary as there were no available norms for these 
tasks for Malay-speaking individuals at the time of testing. Since the time of testing, 
however, PALPA-based aphasic language assessment tools have been developed for 
Singapore bilingual adult speakers (Sajlia & Rickard Liow, 2008). The data collected from 
Study 1 were used to determine whether the performance of the aphasic patients in Study 2 
were impaired.  
 
Chapter 4 reports Study 2, which is the main study of this thesis. Two Malay aphasic 
participants were recruited and tested on the four tasks normed in Study 1. Following the 
descriptions of these patients and the experimental procedure observed in this study is a 




a.  Can the effects of imageability and grammatical class can be observed at  
  word form retrieval? 
 Here, the performance of the patients in a series of tasks designed to locate 
  the source of their naming impairment at word form retrieval is reported. 
b.  Do grammatical class and imageability effects operate independently of  
  each other at word form retrieval? 
 A reanalysis of the patients' patterns of performance will be reported to 
 investigate the nature of grammatical class and imageability effects at 
 
 word form retrieval. 
 
 
Table 1 below provides a summary of the chapter, participant type and tasks used in 
Study 1 and 2. 
 
 
Table 1. Summary of the chapter detail, participants and tasks (tasks in bold & in italics indicate main & follow-






CHAPTER(S) DETAIL TASKS 
Study 1 








- Performance description & analysis 
1. Picture Naming 
- Syllable Count 
- Semantic Knowledge 
2. Auditory word-
picture matching 
3. Sentence Completion 
- Syllable Count 









- Performance description 
CHAPTER 5: 
- Performance analysis 
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Chapter 5 provides an analysis of the performance patterns of the two aphasic 
participants, with an emphasis on the nature of the differences between their performance for 
nouns compared to verbs. These insights gained into verb and noun processing at word form 
retrieval will then be discussed in relation to three current models of spoken word production 
(Foygel et al., 2000; Levelt et al., 1999 & Caramazza, 1997).  
 
Chapter 6 consolidates the findings of this thesis, discusses the limitations of this 




























 The possibility that syntactic and semantic variables operate at word form retrieval 
adds a new dimension to our current understanding of the processes involved in producing 
spoken words. To briefly illustrate this, this chapter begins with a description of a model of 
spoken word production. The on-going debate as to whether grammatical class and 
imageability effects operate independently of each other or whether grammatical class effects 
can be reduced to differences in imageability will be discussed. The architecture of three 
models of spoken word production (Foygel et al., 2000; Levelt et al., 1999 & Caramazza, 
1997) will then be described. This serves as a priori to the discussion of the implications of 
semantic and syntactic effects at word form retrieval on the three models in a later part of this 
thesis.  
 
2.1  Background 
The various levels of spoken word production are believed to be organised in a 
functional manner (Foygel & Dell, 2000; Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, 1999; Caramazza, 1997; 
Garrett, 1992; Kay, Coltheart, & Lesser, 1992). For instance, according to the 
Psycholinguistic Assessments of Language Processing in Aphasia (PALPA) model of spoken 
word production (Kay et al., 1992) (see Figure 1), the semantic system is a store of the 
semantic representation of all words known to a speaker. This representation is typically a 
bundle of semantic features or structural descriptions. The representation of the word cat, for 




The phonological output lexicon contains information pertaining to the phonological 
shape of words such as word length, word frequency, syllabic structure and stress pattern 
(Jescheniak and Levelt, 1994; Levelt et al., 1999). It also contains the phonological 
representations of all the spoken words in a speaker's vocabulary. This is the location where 
the processes used to retrieve entries of these representations take place (Kay et al., 1992).  
Different models of spoken word production (Foygel et al., 2000; Levelt et al., 1999; 
Caramazza, 1997) diverge on the mechanisms used and the terminology to which they refer. 
However, most models agree that lexical selection and word form retrieval are required to 
access a word’s phonological information.  
 










    Semantic      









    Speech 
 
     Speech 
 
Pictures & Seen Objects 
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Lexical selection is the process which compares the activated semantic representation 
of the target word to the set of representations of all spoken words known to the speaker and 
selects the best match (Bachoud-Levi & Dupoux, 2003). For instance, the semantic 
representation of the word cat will match several entries such as tiger, lion and dog to various 
degrees depending on their semantic overlap with the concept cat. 
 
Word form retrieval is the process which recovers phonological information related to 
the selected lexical entry. This consists of a string of sounds which forms the word, together 
with its associated supra-segmental and metrical information. The motor speech processes 
then uses the word form to create and execute a detailed phonological plan which results in 
actual articulation (Bachoud-Levi & Dupoux, 2003). 
 
 
 Departing from this view of the organisation of the levels of spoken word production, 
Bachoud-Lévi and Dupoux (2003) suggest that the various levels need not be entirely 
organised according to the role they play in spoken word production. They found that 
semantic and syntactic variables operate at word form retrieval, a level traditionally thought 
to be concerned only with the phonological aspects of spoken word production. They 
reported the case of DPI, a patient with a naming impairment located at word form retrieval. 
He demonstrated a reverse imageability effect in his naming ability as he was better at 
naming verbs and abstract nouns than concrete nouns. He was generally better at producing 
verbs compared to nouns and within the noun category, he produced abstract nouns more 
accurately than concrete nouns. These results led them to suggest that grammatical class and 
concreteness operated independently at word form retrieval. No analysis was available for the 
concreteness effect for verbs as concreteness was not controlled for the verb stimuli used in 
their study.  
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Their claim is a provocative one. It suggests that the mind does not necessarily 
organise its linguistic levels along parameters which seem the most convenient from the 
linguistic or functional perspectives. It also suggests that each linguistic level may be 
organised according to conceptually defined categories, such as concreteness, which are 
discriminated along distinct pathways from the semantic level right down to the phonological 
output level (Bachoud-Lévi & Dupoux, 2003).  
 
2.1.1  The Current Debate 
 
 
 The finding that both semantic and syntactic effects operate at word form retrieval 
raises questions regarding the organisation and processes of current models of spoken word 
production. To address these questions more comprehensively, the on-going debate as to 
whether grammatical class deficits truly exist has to be taken into account. Evidence that 
grammatical class effects often disappear in tasks controlled for imageability could mean that 
models need only to accommodate semantic, but not syntactic, variables at word form 
retrieval.  
 
 Would the disappearance of grammatical class effects also be observed at word form 
retrieval or can grammatical class and imageability effects operate independently of each 
other? In addition, would the explanation which accounts for the reducibility of grammatical 
class effects to differences in imageability in the semantic system also hold true at word form 
retrieval? The answers to these questions may affect the way in which the architectures of 




2.2 Grammatical Class And Imageability Explanations For 
 Verb And Noun Retrieval Difficulty in  Aphasia 
 
 One of the most common difficulties faced by aphasic speakers is the difficulty to 
retrieve the word they wish to express. Word retrieval may be impaired for a variety of word 
types such as emotional words (Kensinger & Schacter, 2006), names of colours (Beauvois & 
Saillant, 1985), negative words (Estes & Adelman, 2006) and grammatical words (Silveri & 
Ciccarelli, 2007; Luzzatti, Raggi, Zonca, Pistarini, Contardi, & Pinna 2002). Of interest to 
this thesis is verb-noun retrieval impairment. Nouns and verbs are complex words as they 
comprise conceptual, morphological, phonological, semantic, and syntactic features. These 
features need to be available when verbs and nouns are used; verbs-nouns impairments may 
result from the impairment of one or a combination of these features.  
 
Verb and noun impairments appear to manifest themselves in different ways which 
suggest that there are inherent differences between nouns and verbs. For instance, features 
critical for verb production may differ from those required for noun production. Mätzig, 
Druks, Masterson, & Vigliocco (2009) found that action pictures elicited different types of 
errors compared to object pictures. The latter elicited mainly semantic errors while the former 
elicited mainly circumlocutions, which were definitions of the target, occurring most 
probably as a result of lexical retrieval problems. In addition, action pictures also elicited 
‘misinterpretation of the picture’ errors. This finding seemingly suggests that they pose 




 In addition, verbs require greater processing demands compared to nouns. Mätzig et 
al. (2009) carried out an object and action naming study with nine aphasic participants. 
Comparison data were obtained from non-brain damaged participants. As healthy participants 
often obtain naming accuracy at ceiling, the dependent variables of the study were not only 
accuracy but also latencies. Predictably, they found that the naming latencies of the aphasic 
participants were longer than those of the comparison group. More interestingly, however, 
was their finding that even with the difference in naming latencies, both groups were faster to 
name objects than actions.  
 
 Prior to the Mätzig et al. (2009) study, naming latencies have not been collected in 
action and object naming studies of aphasic participants. However, in studies which 
compared latencies in object and action naming in non-brain damaged individuals, 
consistently shorter latencies were found for object pictures compared to action ones (with 
normal English speakers, see Szekely, D'Amico, Devescovi, Federmeier, Herron, & Iyer, 
2005; with English and Greek-speaking adults, see Bogka, Masterson, Druks, Fragioudaki, & 
Chatziprokopiou, 2003; with older adults, see Druks, Masterson, Kopelman, Claire, Rose, & 
Ray, 2006) and in Alzheimer’s disease (Druks et al., 2006). These consistent findings of 
shorter naming latencies for object naming than for action naming in different studies suggest 
that action naming is more demanding than object naming. This additional demand for verb 
naming in non-brain damaged individuals may have contributed to the verb impairment 
frequently found in aphasia. This suggests that verb impairment may be due to the more 






 Two bodies of literature based on grammatical class and imageability have emerged 
to account for the greater difficulty in retrieving verbs compared to nouns. The question of 
whether these accounts hold true for verb-noun impairment at word form retrieval requires 
further investigation. The next section will examine these two approaches. 
 
2.2.1  Verb-Noun Discrepancy Reflecting Grammatical Class  
  Effects   
 
 There are several arguments in the literature which support the view that differences 
in grammatical class can account for verb-noun discrepancy. 
 
2.2.1.1  Verbs And Their Arguments 
 
 Nouns do not have an argument structure and typically behave in predictable and 
grammatically-similar ways. For instance, the majority of concrete nouns are count nouns, 
whose plural form can be achieved by adding the suffix –s. This property of nouns facilitates 
their early acquisition by language learners (Tomasello, Akhtar, Dodson, & Rekau, 1997; 
Gleitman, 1993), which may explain class effects. However, there is evidence to suggest that 
input variables such as exposure to activity-oriented discourse may cause a verb spurt before 
a noun spurt in early language acquisition (Choi & Gopnik, 1995). The relationship between 
verbs and their argument structures is more complex. Different verbs have different argument 
structures. Some verbs even have more than one permissible argument structure and the verb 
itself determines the type and number of argument structures available to them. It is difficult 
to generalise the usage of one verb to another as it will unlikely result in the correct selection 
of a verb's argument structure. This property of verbs accounts for the later and more difficult 
acquisition of verbs (Shapiro, Zurif, & Grimshaw, 1989).  
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Aphasic speakers have shown to have more difficulty producing verbs with more than 
one argument structures. This difficulty applies even to tasks where argument structures need 
not be produced such as picture naming tasks (Thomson, 2003; Kim & Thomson, 2000).  
 
Another evidence stems from Luzzatti, Aggujaro and Crepaldi's (2006) anatomo-
correlative study on 20 patients belonging to different aphasic categories. They found that the 
naming of transitive verbs is more impaired in patients with agrammatism, a type of aphasia 
characterised by the substitution or omission of function words (articles, auxiliary verbs and 
prepositions) and bound morphemes (prefixes and inflectional and derivational suffixes) 
(Galante & Tralli, 2006). This finding seems to suggest that patients with agrammatism 
appear to be more sensitive to argument structures (Luzzatti et al., 2006), thus implying that 
the greater difficulty to produce verbs is due to argument structure, which is a grammatical 
factor. 
 
2.2.1.2 Grammatical Class Differences At The Morphology Level 
 
Shapiro and Caramazza (2003a & 2003b) and Shapiro, Shelton, and Caramazza (2000) 
reported several patients who displayed verb and noun deficits simultaneously, with verbal or 
nominal inflection deficits. They found that patients who presented noun or verb retrieval 
deficits also presented with the inflectional morphological deficits specific to the impaired 
category. The reverse was also true; aphasic speakers who presented inflectional 
morphological deficits for nouns and/or verbs presented with the corresponding noun or verb 






2.2.1.3 Nouns And Verbs As Lexical Forms 
 
Verbs and nouns are also regarded as distinct categories of grammatical class known 
as lexical forms. According to this distinction, the crucial difference between nouns and verbs 
should apply not only to concrete verbs and nouns, but also to abstract verbs and nouns. In 
their study, Berndt, Haendiges, Burton, and Mitchum (2002a) found that patients who 
demonstrated relative verb deficits in a picture naming task which used only concrete word 
stimuli also demonstrated impaired verb production in a sentence completion task which used 
only abstract word stimuli, that is, the relative impaired verb performance observed for the 
concrete stimuli set paralleled that of the abstract stimuli set.  
 
2.2.1.4  Empirical Evidence 
 
 Shapiro et al. (2000) described JR, an anomic aphasia patient with preserved action 
naming but impaired object naming. In a task which elicited inflectional morphology attached 
to nouns and verbs, JR's performance was impaired for inflections of nouns but was 
preserved for inflections of verbs. According to Shapiro et al. (2000), the relationship 
between noun naming and noun inflections cannot be explained in terms of semantic 
variables. Therefore, his noun impairment can only be categorised as a selective grammatical 
class deficit. 
 
  Berndt, Haendiges and Wozniak (1997) described a patient with selective verb 
impairment who was better at producing abstract and concrete nouns than verbs in a reading 
aloud task. This contradicts the prediction of the semantic account of verb impairment that 
concrete nouns would be produced more accurately than verbs and abstract nouns (Bird, 
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Lambon, Hodges, & Patterson, 2000b). While this evidence seems to support a grammatical 
class account of verb-noun discrepancy, the task used in Berndt et al.'s (1997) study was a 
reading aloud task, which was cognitively more demanding than a naming task. Therefore, 
the results of their study may reflect the greater demands of the reading aloud task in addition 
to grammatical class effects. 
 
 Brain imaging studies show that different brain regions are required for noun and verb 
processing. Findings from a visual hemifield study suggest that while nouns may be 
processed by both hemispheres of the brain, verbs may be processed exclusively by the left 
hemisphere (Sereno, 1999). Positron Emission Tomography (PET) and event-related brain 
potentials (ERPs) from neuroimaging studies with normal subjects show distinct brain 
activation patterns for verbs and nouns (Perani, Cappa, Schnur, Tettamanti, Collina, Rose, & 
Fazio, 1999; Pulvermuller, Lutzenberger, & Preissl, 1999 respectively). In their study, 
Damasio, Tranel, Grabowski, Adolphs, & Damasio (2004) found that temporal lobe damage 
was always associated with noun deficits. In contrast, heterogeneous lesion sites, namely the 
frontal and parietal areas, the basal ganglia and in some cases, even the temporal lobe, were 
associated with verb deficits. The variety of lesion sites which gives rise to verb impairments, 
compared to the localized lesion site which produces noun deficits, suggests that the 
functional basis for verb deficits is a variable one. This finding seems to suggest that nouns 
and verbs are processed differently, thereby possibly creating different grammatical features 
of nouns and verbs. 
 
Hillis and Caramazza (1995) described EBA who demonstrated a verb deficit in 
written lexical decision and word comprehension tasks but showed a noun deficit in spoken 
output tasks. It is clear that his semantic system was preserved since the same stimuli were 
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used in these tasks. His performance suggests that his impairment is grammatical in nature 
since his ability to produce the correct word was dependent on its grammatical category. 
 
2.2.2  Verb-Noun Discrepancy Reflecting Semantic Effects 
   
 There are also studies which support a semantic account of verb-noun discrepancy. 
Even though the present study focused on the semantic variable of imageability, other 
semantic accounts relevant to the discussion of imageability were also described below. 
 
2.2.2.1   More Complex Semantic Representations of Verbs Compared To 
  Nouns 
 
 Verbs may be more difficult to retrieve than nouns due to the more complex semantic 
representation of verbs compared to nouns. The semantic representations of nouns are 
considered to be straightforward. For instance, concrete nouns are organised into hierarchical 
structures in the mental lexicon. Members of each level on the hierarchy share many semantic 
features (references, Matzig et al., 2009) unlike verbs which have fewer commonly shared 
semantic features (Vinson & Vigliocco, 2002; Behrend, 1988; Huttenlocher & Lui, 1979).  
 
 
 In contrast, the image of a verb is more complex than that of a concrete noun. 
Informants may find it more difficult to generate an image of the verb sit than of the concrete 
noun chair. To generate a mental image of ‘sit’, one has to image more mental entities 
(namely the surface to be sat on and the entity engaged in the sitting) and has to be able to 
relate those entities in some postural manner (Berndt et al., 2002a). Having complex semantic 
representations may result in a more difficult processing of verbs compared to nouns. This 
difficulty is especially pronounced for those with semantic deficits.  
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2.2.2.2  Differences in Imageability Ratings Between Nouns And Verbs 
 
 Imageability refers to the ease with which a word conjures a mental image. Several 
studies have shown imageability to be a predictor of word naming success (Mätzig et al., 
2009; Tillotson, Siakaluk, & Pexman, 2008; Cortese & Khanna, 2007; Stadthagen-Gonzalez 
& Davis, 2006; Bird, Franklin, & Howard, 2001). Words higher in imageability are more 
easily retrieved compared to those lower in imageability, in both aphasic and healthy people. 
In the case of nouns and verbs, concrete nouns are typically rated higher in imageability than 
verbs and abstract nouns. This corresponds to the relative ease with which concrete nouns are 
retrieved compared to verbs and abstract nouns.  
 
2.2.2.3  Nouns And Verbs As Objects And Actions Or Events 
 
 
Empirical evidence from lesion, imaging and event-related potential (ERP) studies 
(Vigliocco, Warren, Siri, Arcuili, Scott, & Wise, 2006; Vigliocco, Vinson, Lewis, & Garrett, 
2004; Vinson & Vigliocco, 2002; Pulvermuller et al., 1999; Martin, Haxby, Lalonde, Wiggs, 
& Ungerleider, 1995; Damasio & Tranel, 1993) suggest that verb-noun discrepancy may not 
actually reflect a grammatical class distinction between verbs and nouns. Rather, it may 
reflect a distinction between words which refer to objects and those which refer to actions or 
events.  
 
In their study, Vigliocco et al. (2004) created a model of the semantic representation 
of nouns and verbs using lists of semantic features generated by English speakers obtained 
from Vigliocco et al. (2004) & Vinson et al. (2002). In their model, they found that words 
referring to actions and events were clearly differentiated from words referring to objects. 
This suggests that the semantic make-ups of verbs and nouns are different. Vigliocco et al. 
(2004) added that a semantic deficit for actions or objects could easily be confused with a 
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grammatical class deficit for nouns or verbs. This is commonly the case in studies, in 
particular picture naming studies, where test stimuli tend to confound semantic and 
grammatical categories (see Druks & Masterson, 2003; Vinson & Vigliocco, 2002 for 
discussion).  
 
2.2.2.4 Verb Advantage 
 
 
 Nouns typically receive high imageability ratings and so are retrieved more easily 
compared to verbs. Patients with selective verb impairment are more commonly described in 
the literature whereas relatively fewer cases of those with selective noun impairment have 
been reported (Berndt et al., 1997; Marshall et al., 1996; McCarthy & Warrington, 1985; 
Miceli, Silveri, Villa, & Caramazza, 1994; Miceli, Silveri, Nocentini, & Caramazza, 1988; 
Zingeser & Berndt, 1990). Better performance for lower imageability words compared to 
higher imageability ones is referred to as the reverse imageability effect. 
 
 Mätzig et al. (2009) observed two patterns in their analysis of 38 studies of object and 
action picture naming data with regard to the reverse imageability effect (e.g. Bi, Han, Shu, & 
Caramazza, 2005; Druks & Carroll, 2005; Kim & Thompson, 2004; Laiacona & Caramazza, 
2004; De Bleser & Kauschke, 2003; Silveri, Perri, & Cappa, 2003; Berndt, Burton, 
Haendiges, & Mitchum, 2002b; Rapp & Caramazza, 2002; Berndt & Haendiges, 2000). 
Object and action pictures were matched for age-of-acquisition, word frequency, familiarity, 
imageability, visual complexity and syllable length. Firstly, they found that aphasic speakers 
with a severe impairment in object naming were almost always impaired in action naming, 
though to a lesser extent. However, the reverse pattern was not always true; object naming 
can be preserved in the face of severe action naming impairment. Secondly, the action 
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naming deficit in a patient with severe impairment in object naming was typically less severe 
than the object naming deficit in a patient with severe impairment in verb naming.  
 
 This section has described two prevailing accounts of verb-noun naming discrepancy 
in aphasia. However, there is growing evidence to suggest that verb-noun discrepancy can be 
explained away by imageability. If this were true, word form retrieval may be influenced 
more strongly by semantic than syntactic variables. This implies that mechanisms to 
accommodate semantic processes would have to be incorporated at lower levels of spoken 
word production. The following section explains how verb-noun discrepancy can be 
explained by imageability differences. 
 
2.3  The Claim That Grammatical Class Effects Can Be 
 Reduced To Differences In Imageability  
  
 As imageability forms the basis of the explanation of the reducibility of grammatical 
class to imageability effects, this section begins with a discussion of the concept of 
imageability. 
 
2.3.1  Imageability 
 
 Imageability is a measure of the ease with which a word conjures a mental image. It 
has been used to evaluate the effect of meaning on memory and word recognition (e.g. Balota, 
Cortese, Sergent-Marshall, Spieler, & Yap, 2004; Balota, 1990; Paivio, 1971; Paivio, Yuille, 
& Madigan, 1968). It has also been shown to predict word association, word reading and 
picture naming performance in normal subjects (Barry, Morrison, & Ellis, 1997; Davelaar & 
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Bresner, 1988; DeGroot, 1989; James, 1975; Strain, Patterson, & Seidenberg, 1995) and 
auditory and written comprehension and word naming in aphasic patients (Allport & Funnell, 
1981; Franklin, Howard, & Patterson, 1994; Hanley & Kay, 1997). 
 
 While the definition of imageability is widely accepted, there is debate regarding what 
actually constitutes imageability (Masnidah, 2003; Berndt et al., 2000, Bird et al., 2000b & 
Chiarello, Sears, & Lund, 1999). Some view imageability as a quantitative concept while 
others regard it as a qualitative concept. This difference is explored below. 
 
2.3.1.1  Imageability As A Quantitative Concept 
 
 
 Those who subscribe to this view argue that the sensory and functional features of a 
word's semantic representation are critical for its identification. Sensory features are defined 
as information derived from the five senses. Much of this information is visual in nature, such 
as body parts, body shape, material from which it is made, colour and size. Additional 
information includes an entity's feel, sound, smell and taste. A functional feature refers to 
information which is not based on the five senses. It is a word's encyclopedic information. 
Examples include habits of a creature, country of origin and the function of an object.   
 
 According to this view, imageability is thought to be a reflection of the total number 
of semantic features of a word’s semantic representation (Bird et al., 2000a). Based on this 
theory, Bird et al. (2000a) further defines imageability as a measure of semantic richness. A 
word with a greater weighting for sensory features will have a semantically richer the 
representation and a higher imageability rating compared to one with a lower weighting for 
sensory features. Therefore, according to this view, verbs are less semantically rich compared 
to nouns (hence their lower imageability ratings) and that imageability ratings reflect 
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quantitative differences in sensory features. One criticism of this construction of imageability 
is that the decision to measure the semantic richness of a word based solely on its sensory 
features was not sufficiently explained.  
 
2.3.1.2  Imageability As A Qualitative Concept 
 
This line of thought postulates that the semantic characteristics of a word crucial for 
its identification are its perceptual/visual features (see 2.3.1.1 above for examples). Nouns 
and verbs differ qualitatively with regard to their visual features (Berndt et al., 2000). In order 
to generate a mental image of a verb, one has to image more entities and to relate these 
entities in some manner which will produce an action. In contrast, it is more straightforward 
to generate a mental image of a noun. Therefore, different cognitive processes are required to 
generate of the mental image of nouns and verbs (Chiarello et al., 1999). In short, according 
to this view, imageability ratings reflect these qualitative differences and the corresponding 
cognitive processes required to retrieve the image, as opposed to reflecting the total number 
of sensory features which make up the semantic representation of words.  
 
2.3.2  Grammatical Class Deficits Reflect Differences In  
  Sensory-Functional Features 
 
 According to Bird et al. (2000a), grammatical class deficits observed in previous 
studies can be explained away by imageability effects. They argue that the differences 
observed in aphasic verb-noun naming actually reflect differences in the semantic richness of 
nouns and verbs, which differ in their weighting of sensory and functional features. Concrete 
nouns have a greater weighting for sensory features which results in their higher imageability 
ratings compared to abstract nouns and verbs (Bird et al., 2000a).  
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On this basis of this theory, Bird et al. (2000a) argue that previous reported cases of 
verb deficits did not reflect a true deficit. Instead, they reflected the lower imageability of 
verb, compared to noun, stimuli used in the tasks, which caused a more difficult retrieval of 
verbs. They also showed that differences in the naming performance for nouns and verbs 
disappeared when imageability was controlled. In short, grammatical class effects can be 
reduced to imageability effects.  
 
 
According to this view, verb spared patients are said to have preserved functional 
features in the face of impaired sensory features of the semantic representation of words. 
Evidence of this stems from Bird et al. (2000a) who found a correlation between relatively 
spared performance in verb retrieval and the lack of the production of sensory (as opposed to 
functional) feature descriptions in a definition production task. This finding seems to suggest 
that the difficulty in accessing concrete nouns is due to impaired access to sensory features. 
 
 
 Further evidence for imageability accounting for verb-noun discrepancy comes from a 
study by Mätzig et al. (2009) who used regression analysis on the performance of aphasic 
participants in a naming task. They found that imageability was as an important predictor of 
naming. More significantly, they found that imageability accounted for a large portion of the 
variance in performance. This is to the extent that when imageability was taken into 
consideration, grammatical class became non-significant as a predictor of naming. Mätzig et 
al. (2009) acknowledged that this finding lends some support to the notion that grammatical 
class deficit in aphasic naming can be explained by differences in the imageability of nouns 
and verbs. However, they cautioned that imageability is a concept which is not yet fully 
understood, in particular the imageability of verbs, and so requires further exploration. 
Further investigation is also required to determine whether this explanation holds true for 
verb-noun discrepancy which occurs at word form retrieval. 
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2.4 Criticisms Of The Claim That Grammatical Class Effects 
  
 Can Be Reduced To Imageability Effects 
 
 
The claim that grammatical class effects can be reduced to imageability effects has 
been criticized on three grounds. The first criticism relates to the view that imageability is a 
quantitative concept. It claims that verbs are semantically impoverished compared to nouns 
which results in the more difficult retrieval of verbs compared to nouns.  However, there are 
those who argue that the image of a verb is more complex than that of a concrete noun 
(Mätzig et al., 2009; Berndt et al., 2002a; Vinson et al., 2002; Behrend, 1988; Huttenlocher 
and Lui, 1979). For instance, in order to generate the mental image of the verb to read, one 
has to image more mental entities (for example, the book being read and perhaps the location 
where the reading takes place). This illustration questions the claim that verbs are not as 
semantically rich as nouns as proposed by Bird et al. (2000a).  
 
 The second criticism relates to the view that the attributes of the semantic 
representation of words are still unclear. There is some evidence to suggest that the semantic 
representation of living and non-living things and actions comprise sensory and functional 
features (Ventura, Morais, & Kolinsky, 2005). However, the features which are critical for 
the activation of different categories of words such as nouns versus verbs remain unclear. In 
fact, it has also been found that even for words belonging to the same category such as 
concrete nouns, there were differences in the features critical for their activation (Peelle, 
Troiani, & Grossman, 2009). 
 
Furthermore, it has been argued that the attribution of sensory and functional features 
to the semantic representation of living and non-living things and actions lacks reliable 
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empirical grounding (Shapiro et al., 2000). This undermines the sensory-functional feature 
explanation of aphasic noun and verb naming difficulty. According to this feature-based 
explanation, the semantic representation of living things has a heavier weighting of sensory 
features compared to those of artefacts. This attribute seems to be consistent with the findings 
of Farah and McClelland (1991) that a higher ratio of visual (sensory) to functional properties 
was underlined for living things compared to artefacts in a definition task (7.7:1 for living 
things and 1.4:1 for non-living things). 
 
However, the validity of these findings is in question as the methodology employed in 
this study has been criticized (Caramazza and Shelton, 1998). Farah et al. (1991) defined 
functional features as “words describing what the item does or what it is for”. Excluding 
instructions to include all non-sensory information limits the scope of functional features, 
thereby effectively reducing the number of functional features underlined. Later, several 
studies (Caramazza and Shelton, 1998; McRae, de Sa and Seindenber, 1997; Hodges, 
Patterson, Graham and Dawson, 1996) repeated Farah et al.'s (1991) study with instructions 
to consider all non-sensory information as part of functional features. No significant 
difference was found for ratios of sensory to functional features. For example, the ratios 
obtained by Caramazza and Shelton (1998) were 2.9:2.5 for living things and 2.2:2.3 for non-
living things. Garrard, Lambon Ralph, Hodges and Patterson (2001) also found that their 
participants produced just as many sensory features as they did functional features in a 
spontaneous description task even when functional features were defined in the same way as 
Farah et al. (1991).  
 
 These findings question the reliability of attributing sensory and functional features to 
the representation of living and non-living things and the usefulness of using the sensory-
functional feature explanation to account for grammatical class deficits. 
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The final criticism to the claim that grammatical class effects can be reduced to 
imageability effects relates to the reliability of using imageability ratings to account for 
differences in nouns and verbs naming. Given the inherent differences between nouns and 
verbs (see Section 2.2 above), different cognitive processes may be required to rate nouns and 
verbs for imageability. At present, these processes remain unclear. Since different criteria 
may be used to determine the imageability rating of nouns and verbs, the comparison of noun 
and verb imageability ratings to account for verb-noun deficits seems less than useful (Mätzig 
et al., 2009; Bogka et al., 2003). 
 
Chiarello et al. (1999) conducted a study to investigate whether different cognitive 
processes were utilized for rating the imageability of nouns and verbs. The time taken by 
healthy volunteers to rate nouns and verbs for imageability was measured. Very high 
imageability words were rated in the fastest time. This relationship between faster rating time 
and very high imageability words was consistent for nouns but not for verbs. This finding 
seems to lend support to the view that the different underlying processes are involved in 
rating nouns and verbs (Mätzig et al., 2009).  
 
 Furthermore, while it has been established that inherent differences exist between 
nouns and verbs (see Section 2.2 for discussion), the same approach has been used to 
establish their imageability rating. The instructions traditionally used for rating nouns and 
verbs are identical and tend to direct the raters’ attention to sensory features which refer to 
information derived from the five senses (Mätzig et al., 2009). For example, the concept of 
bird is made up of sensory features such as has a beak and has feathers (Bird et al., 2000a). 
One criticism is that the instructions tend to neglect motor features which are action-related. 
For instance, the concept of a tool such as drill and the concept of an action such as to grab 
rely on motor features such as drilling and grabbing respectively (Raposo, Moss, Stamatakis, 
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& Tyler, 2009). Mätzig et al. (2009) advocates for further investigation into the process of 
obtaining imageability ratings for verbs. 
  
 This section has described the three main criticisms of reducing grammatical class 
effects to imageability effects. These issues will be revisited and discussed in relation to the 
patients' performance in later chapters.  
 
 The review of the literature thus far has revealed an important question, that is, 
whether or not imageability and grammatical class effects are independent of each other. One 
of this study's aims is to explore the independence of these two effects to determine the 
variable(s) at play at word form retrieval. In order to do this, there has to be a clear 
understanding of what constitutes grammatical class and imageability effects. This 
explanation is provided below. 
 
2.5  Interpreting Patterns Of Performance  
 
This study investigates the influence of imageability and grammatical class effects in 
the performance of two aphasic participants across a range of tasks. A grammatical class 
effect refers to the partiality of retrieving words from a certain grammatical class such as 
nouns and verbs (Berndt et al., 2002a). An imageability effect can manifest itself in two 
ways; firstly, higher imageability words are easier to retrieve than lower imageability ones 
and secondly, words equivalent in rated imageability are retrieved with equal ease or with 
equal difficulty (Bird et al., 2000b). An analysis of the performance of the participants in the 
various tasks can reveal how one effect manifests itself in the face of the other and whether or 




2.5.1  Independent Effects of Grammatical Class And   
  Imageability  
 
 If grammatical class and imageability effects are found to simultaneously influence 
the responses made by the aphasic participants, these effects are considered to be independent 
of each other. In this case, one can observe a proportional decrease in an existing verb-noun 
difference in the high imageability condition when compared to the verb-noun difference in 
the low imageability condition. This illustrates that grammatical class differences can prevail 
even while observing manipulations in imageability. 
 
2.5.2  Grammatical Class Effects Reduced To Imageability  
  Effects 
 
Grammatical class effects may disappear in tasks which control for imageability (for 
example, see Bird et al., 2000a). Two patterns of performance may be observed in this case. 
A proportional decrease in the percentage of correct responses can be observed when 
comparing the performance for high imageability words to low imageability ones. 
Additionally, no difference is observed in the percentage of correct responses for nouns and 
verbs matched for imageability.  
 
 
 In summary, the independence of grammatical class and imageability effects can be 
seen by the simultaneous influence of the two effects. In contrast, the reducibility of 
grammatical class effects to imageability differences can be seen by the disappearance of 




2.6 Imageability, Concreteness And The Current Study 
 
 The current study, which will be described in detail in later chapters, was partly 
motivated by a study conducted by Bachoud-Levi and Dupoux (2003) who found 
independent effects of grammatical class (syntactic) and concreteness (semantic) at word 
form retrieval. However, in this study, imageability instead of concreteness was selected as 
the semantic variable to be investigated, given the evidence that it is a better predictor of 
naming success. The choice to control for imageability also allowed for a second 
investigation of the independence of grammatical class and imageability effects in aphasic 
naming (Bird et al., 2000a; Breedin et al., 1998; Marshall et al., 1996) to determine the 
operating principles at word form retrieval.  An explanation of concreteness effects as well as 
evidence which suggest that imageability is a better predictor of naming are described below. 
 
2.6.1  Concreteness Effects 
 
 Imageability refers to the ease with which a word conjures a mental image while 
concreteness refers to the extent to which words are concrete and abstract (Schwanenflugel, 
Harnishfeger, & Stowe, 1988). The concreteness effect is defined as the ease with which to 
understand and recall concrete, compared to abstract, words. This effect has been reported 
across a range of cognitive tasks such as free recall, lexical decision, paired associated 
learning, comprehension tests and translation (Day, 1977; De Groot, Dannenburg, & van 
Hell, 1994; Holmes & Langford, 1976; James, 1975; Paivio, 1986). 
 
 The context availability theory (Schwanenflugel, Akin, & Luh, 1992) and the dual 
coding theory (Paivio, 1986) have been used to account for the concreteness effect. 
According to the context availability theory, words whose context is more readily available 
are easier to retrieve compared to words whose context are less available. The context for a 
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concrete word is easier to retrieve than the context for an abstract word (Schwanenflugel et 
al., 1992; Schwanenflugel et al., 1988; Kieras, 1978).  For example, it is easier to retrieve the 
context for the concrete word, book, as opposed to one for the abstract word, freedom. As a 
result, concrete words are retrieved more easily than abstract words. 
 
 According to the dual coding theory, two interconnected, yet independent word 
representational systems exist in the mind. The verbal system processes verbal information 
whereas the imaginal system processes non-verbal information. Words which are represented 
in both systems are retrieved more easily compared to those which are represented in only 
one system. The concreteness of words determine the systems in which they are represented; 
concrete and abstract words are represented in the verbal system whereas only concrete 
words are represented in the imaginal system. Since concrete words possess an additional 
means for storing and retrieving of their representations, concrete words are easier to recall 
than abstract words.   
 
2.6.2  Imageability As A Better Predictor Of Naming Success  
 
 For most words, the two measures of imageability and concreteness are quite similar. 
In general, concrete words and higher imageability words are retrieved more easily than 
abstract words and lower imageability words. However, there are some exceptions; words are 
rated high in concreteness but low in imageability, and vice versa. For example, the word 
armadillo generated high ratings for concreteness but low ratings for imageability (Bird et al., 
2001). In a separate study, the word beauty received a low concreteness rating of 3.1 
(abstract) but a high imageability rating of 6.2 (Altaribba, Bauer, & Benvenuto, 1999). Other 
words in the list generated by Altaribba et al. (1999) which received a concreteness rating of 
at least 2.0 points lower than its corresponding imageability rating are advice (3.4 versus 5.7), 
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dream (3.0 versus 6.2), easy (2.4 versus 5.5), faith (2.4 versus 5.3), fantasy (2.8 versus 5.4), 
heaven (3.4 versus 6.0), liberty (2.9 versus 5.2), hope (2.6 versus 5.4), jealousy (2.9 versus 
5.0) and panic (3.0 versus 5.5).  
 
 The word jealousy received a low concreteness rating of 2.9 (abstract) but a high 
imageability rating of 5.0 (Altaribba et al., 1999). It also received a low frequency rating of 
1497 (English Lexicon Project Database, 2007). Despite its low concreteness and frequency 
ratings, one can predict that jealousy will be retrieved with much ease. This seems to suggest 
that imageability is a better predictor of naming success than concreteness. Several aphasia 
studies which have controlled for both concreteness and imageability have also found 
imageability to be the better predictor of naming success (Nickels & Howard, 1995; Marcel 
& Patterson, 1978; Richardson, 1975).  
 
The existence of semantic and syntactic effects at word form retrieval suggests that 
the processes which occur at word form retrieval need not be limited only to those pertaining 
to the phonological information of words. This further suggests that the levels of spoken 
word production are not necessarily organised based on the function they serve. The next 
section describes the organising principles of the levels of spoken word production.  
 
2.7 The Claim That Semantic And Syntactic Variables  
 Operate At Word Form Retrieval  
 
At word form retrieval, dissociations between syntactic domains such as open versus 
closed word class items (Coslett, Gonzalez- Royhi, & Heilman, 1984; Friederici & Shoenle, 
1980) and more fine-grained grammatical classes such as nouns versus verbs have been 
reported (Baxter & Warrington, 1985; Breedin & Martin, 1996; Caramazza & Hillis, 1991; 
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Daniele, Guistolisi, Silveri, Colosimo, & Gainotti, 1994; McCarthy & Warrington, 1985; 
Miceli, Silveri, Nocentini, & Caramazza, 1988; Rapp & Caramazza, 1998; Silveri & Di 
Betta, 1997).  
 
However, only three studies have found semantic effects at word form retrieval. Two 
of these studies will be discussed here. Bachoud-Lévi and Dupoux (2003) described, DPI, a 
patient with a naming impairment located at word form retrieval. He demonstrated a reverse 
imageability effect as he was better at naming verbs and abstract nouns than concrete nouns. 
His performance also demonstrated independent effects of grammatical class and 
concreteness. DPI was better at producing verbs compared to nouns (a grammatical class 
effect) and produced abstract nouns more accurately than concrete nouns (a concreteness 
effect). In their study, concreteness was not controlled for the verb stimuli used so an analysis 
of concreteness effects for verbs is not available.  
 
Bachoud-Lévi and Dupoux’s (2003) claim seems incongruous with our understanding 
of word form retrieval since it is thought to be concerned only with information relating to 
the phonological shape of words such as word frequency, word length, stress pattern and 
syllabic structure (Jescheniak & Levelt, 1994; Levelt, 1989). The relevance of semantic and 
syntactic variables at word form retrieval is rather unclear.  
 
 Cohen et al. (1997) found evidence that semantic effects operate at word form 
retrieval. They reported a patient with a preserved semantic system. He was unimpaired at 
lexical selection but was impaired at word form retrieval. Numeral naming was spared and 
his impairment affected nouns more than verbs. Within the category of nouns, his impairment 
affected concrete nouns more than abstract nouns. He made almost no phonological errors 
with numerals even though he was heavily impaired when naming or reading concrete nouns. 
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He produced mostly phonological paraphasias which were non-word, phonological 
neighbours of the target word. This pattern of performance seems to suggest that numerals 
are processed differently from words belonging to other categories, in that the segregation of 
numerals is preserved from the semantic system down to word form retrieval (Cohen et al., 
1997). 
 
This finding seems to suggest that the processing levels of spoken word production 
may not necessarily follow a linguistic or functional organisation. Rather, domains which 
begin earlier in speech production may propagate down to lower levels in speech production. 
For instance, Cohen et al. (1997) has shown that semantically or ecologically defined 
domains which begin in the semantic system can be divided into distinct pathways right down 
to the pre-articulation stage of spoken word production.  
 
Cohen et al. (1997) acknowledge, however, that numerals have a unique syntactic 
structure. They possess a special combinatorial property which allows an infinite combination 
of multi-digit numerals to be produced based on a fixed set of number words and they operate 
syntactically within the determiner system. Given their uniqueness, numerals may represent a 
special subset of language that possesses its own system of networks to cope with number 
words at various stages of spoken word production.  
 
For semantic variables to operate at word form retrieval, the architecture of spoken 
word production models may need to incorporate the segregation of distinct pathways which 
begins at the semantic system and terminates at the pre-articulation stage of spoken word 
production. To appreciate how this can be realised, it is helpful to examine the interaction 
between the sequential and semantic organising principles which operate at the processing 




2.7.1  A Model of Single Word Production 
2.7.1.1  Sequentially Organised Processing Levels 
 
 The semantic system, phonological output lexicon and motor speech processes turn 
concepts in the semantic system into actual spoken words (Foygel et al., 2000; Levelt et al., 
1999; Caramazza, 1997; Garrett, 1992; Kay et al., 1992). According to the PALPA model of 
spoken word production (see Figure 1, Section 2.1) (Kay et al., 1992), the semantic 
representation of the concept to be articulated is activated in the semantic system. It consists 
of its structural descriptions or bundle of semantic features such as wings and feathers in the 
concept bird. 
 
Lexical selection and word form retrieval, the processes of most interest to this study,  
occur within the phonological output lexicon, which retrieves and holds entries of semantic 
representations and stores the phonological representations of all the spoken words in a 
speaker's vocabulary (Kay et al., 1992). Models of spoken word production (Foygel et al., 
2000; Levelt et al., 1999; Caramazza, 1997) agree that lexical selection and word form 
retrieval are required to access a word’s phonological information, although they diverge on 
the mechanisms and the terminology used to refer to these processes. 
 
 During lexical selection, the activated semantic representation of the intended 
utterance is compared to the representation of all utterances in the speaker’s lexicon until the 
best match is selected (Bachoud-Levi & Dupoux, 2003). For instance, the semantic 
representation of the word cat will match entries such as tiger, lion and dog to various 
degrees depending on their semantic overlap. This activation triggers word form retrieval 
which recovers phonological information of the selected lexical entry comprising a string of 
sounds which forms the word, together with its associated supra-segmental and metrical 
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information. Finally, the motor speech processes create the word form and execute a detailed 
phonological plan which results in articulation (Bachoud-Levi & Dupoux, 2003). 
 
2.7.1.2  Semantically Organised Domains 
 
 
In addition to sequentially-organised processing levels, a semantically-based 
organization has also been established. Patients with selective impairment across a range of 
semantic domains such as animate versus inanimate objects, abstract versus concrete 
concepts, or even finer-grained dissociations, such as numerals versus non-numerals or fruits 
and vegetables versus other objects have been reported (Farah, Hammond, Mehta, & Ratcliff, 
1989; for a review, see Caramazza & Shelton, 1998; for a discussion, see Humphreys & 
Forde, 2001). The breakdown of language along these dimensions suggests that unimpaired 
language is semantically organised (Saffran, 2000). Cohen et al. (1997) further recognize 
ecologically-defined domains such as animals, humans, vegetables or numerals which may be 
driven by ecological situations such as social interactions, reproduction, food gathering and 
hunting.  
 
2.7.1.3 Relationship Between Sequentially Organised Processing Levels 
  And Semantically Organised Domains 
 
Previous studies have found evidence for domain-driven organisation at the semantic 
level and at lexical selection. Evidence for the existence of segregated, semantically-
organized domains stems from reports of patients with impairments at the semantic level 
(Rossell & Batty, 2008; Bi et al., 2007; for a review, see Caramazza at al., 1998; Hillis & 
Caramazza, 1991). Patients with semantic memory impairments were selectively spared or 
impaired for certain semantic categories of words such as animals, artefacts or vegetables. 
For example, if they were impaired for animals, patients may be unable to retrieve relevant 
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encyclopedic information such as the typical habitat or eating habits of animals when 
presented with stimuli in the auditory, visual or written forms.  
 
Fewer studies report semantic effects at the lexical selection level (Gebhart et al., 
2002; Hillis & Caramazza, 1995; Silveri & Di Betta, 1997). Patients with lexical impairments 
have a preserved semantic representation but produce anomia or semantic paraphasias as they 
are unable to select the correct lexical entry. Several dissociations between words of distinct 
semantic categories such as fruits and vegetables have been reported with such patients even 
though they showed an intact semantic system (Hart, Berndt, & Caramazza, 1985). These 
findings seem to suggest that semantically-organised domains are preserved at lexical 
selection.  
 
 Of interest to this study is whether domain-based organisation permeates to word 
form retrieval. Bachoud-Lévi and Dupoux (2003) and Cohen et al. (1997) found semantic 
effects at word form retrieval which suggest that semantically-organised domains are also 
preserved at this level of phonological output lexicon. 
 
2.7.2  Possible Implications For Current Models of  Speech  
  Production 
 
The previous section has explained the mechanisms which may support the effects of 
semantic and syntactic variables at word form retrieval. This holds several implications for a 
model of speech production. Firstly, it needs to be able to postulate complex interaction 
between processing levels such that the organisation of each linguistic level is discriminated 
along distinct pathways from the semantic level right down to the phonological output level 
(Bachoud-Lévi & Dupoux, 2003). It also has to incorporate semantically and syntactically 
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segregated domains at lexical selection and word form retrieval. If such modifications were 
made, one can expect to see category-specific semantic impairments at word form retrieval 
(Bachoud-Lévi & Dupoux, 2003). To examine whether or not these modifications can be 
achieved, current spoken word production models proposed by Foygel and Dell (2000), 
Levelt et al. (1999) and Caramazza (1997), are described below with emphasis on the 
components and processes most relevant to word form retrieval.  
 
2.7.2.1  Description Of Levelt et al.’s (1999) Model 
 








































Figure 2. Stages of lexical access adapted from Levelt et al.'s (1999) model of spoken word production 
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Stage 1: Conceptual Preparation 
 
To illustrate the different stages, Levelt et al. (1999) uses an analogy of a general 
preparing to issue an order to defend his city. He first has to decide if the notion defend, 
protect or preserve would express his thoughts most clearly. This depends on the perspective 
taken by the general. If the general opts to defend the city, defend becomes the target concept. 
Since the concept defend belongs to the general's vocabulary, it is considered a lexical 
concept. At this stage of conceptual preparation, concepts which are semantically-related to 
the target concept are also activated. Under experimental conditions, this occurs, for instance, 
in picture naming tasks (Levelt et al., 1991). In the case of defend, the concepts protect and 
preserve may also be activated. 
 
Stage 2: Lexical Selection 
 
At this stage, the general selects a word which corresponds to the target concept 
defend from his mental lexicon, which is the store of words in his mind. The word defend 
precisely matches his target concept. The general does not actually retrieve the entire word 
immediately. At first, only the word’s syntax, together with a pointer to the word form, 
becomes available. This information is called the lemma. The lemma for defend specifies that 
it is a transitive verb. The lemma also carries variable options for number, person features 
and tense, which are determined during grammatical encoding.  
 
Since the general has activated several alternative concepts such as protect and 
preserve in his mind, they too have been sending activation to their lemmas. These lemmas 
then become competitors of the lemma of defend. Competition is what mainly determines 
selection latency. According to Roelofs (1992), the probability of selecting the target lemma 
during any unit time interval is given by the ratio obtained by dividing the activation of the 
target lemma by the summed activation of all lemmas, otherwise known as Luce’s ratio 
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(Luce, 1959). This rule allows for the prediction of response latencies for a large variety of 
word/picture interference conditions (Levelt et al., 1999 & Roelofs, 1992). The selection of 
the target lemma which is the transitive infinitive verb defend in this example marks the end 
of lexical selection.  
 
Stage 3: Morpho-Phonological Encoding 
 
Word form retrieval refers to the retrieval of the phonological codes to which the 
lemma points. Here, the speaker works only with the target word and ceases to work with 
other activated and competing words. Evidence in the literature suggests that a word’s lemma 
is accessed before its word form is retrieved. For instance, van Turennout, Hagoort and 
Brown (1998) showed that in picture naming tasks, the syntactic gender of a word is 
determined approximately 40 milliseconds before access to its phonological codes begins.  
 
The code consists of the word’s phonological segments, /d/, /i/, /f/, /έ/, /n/, and /d/, as 
an ordered set. Picture/word interference experiments (for example, Meyer et al., 1991) have 
shown that phonological segments are activated simultaneously. Still, phonological codes 
come in successive groups, that is, they are retrieved one morpheme at a time. According to 
Levelt and Meyer (2000), when a speaker wishes to access a multi-morphemic word such as 
doorstep, he will first retrieve the phonological code for door and then the code for step. This 
sequentiality may also be true for stems and inflections. For instance, if the general decides to 
say defending, the lemma of defend will cause the phonological codes for the word defend 
and the inflection ing to be selected successively.  
 
Syllables are the units of articulation. The purpose of phonologically encoding a word 
is to prepare the syllable structure of an utterance, otherwise known as syllabification. 
According to the theory of phonological encoding (Levelt & Meyer, 2000), to utter the phrase 
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defend it, the general will encode all relevant syllables one at a time in an incremental 
manner. He starts to build the first syllable /di/ by taking the first segment /d/ and then adding 
the segment /i/. He then builds the next syllable /fέn/ by chaining the segments /f/, /έ/, /n/ 
successively. Finally, he encodes the syllable /dIt/ using the segments /d/, /I/ and /t/.  
 
A word’s syllabification is not fixed. In our example, the final syllable actually 
straddles the lexical boundary between defend and it; the general will not say defend-it but 
defen-dit. The word which follows the target word will determine whether /fέn/ or /fέnd/ will 
be a syllable of defend. This suggests that a word’s parsing into syllables is unlikely to be 
stored in our mental lexicon but is created spontaneously depending on the context in which 
the target word is used (Levelt & Meyer, 2000). This seems likely the case since word 
syllabification is an incremental process which occurs from the beginning to the end of words 
(Meyer, 1991).  
 
Stage 4: Phonetic Encoding 
 
As the syllables are created, they are rapidly turned into the syllable’s articulatory 
score which is stored in a repository known as the speaker’s mental syllabary (Levelt & 
Meyer, 2000). Syllables are also among the most highly utilised motor patterns produced by 
speakers (Levelt & Meyer, 2000). The high frequency usage of these motor patterns seems to 
suggest that syllables are the actual motor patterns which are stored in the pre-motor cortex 
(Rizzolatti & Gentillucci, 1988). 
 
Each phonological segment activates all associated syllables scores during 
phonological encoding. The speed of retrieving a syllable's articulatory score is determined 
by Luce’s ratio, which is obtained by dividing the activation of the target lemma by the 
summed activation of all lemmas.  
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Stage 5: Articulation 
 
In the final stage of spoken word production, actual articulation occurs when the 
speech movements, which correspond to the activated articulatory scores, are executed. The 
actual moment of articulation remains unclear. Levelt and Meyer (2000) proposed two 
possible timings. The first idea is that articulation is initiated at the moment when the 
planning of the entire utterance is complete. For example, to articulate the phrase we’ll defend 
it, the general has to wait for the planning of the four syllables we’ll-de-fen-dit to be 
complete. The second idea is that articulation begins immediately after the phonetic encoding 
of the first syllable. For instance, the general begins his articulation after the encoding of the 
first syllable we’ll (Levelt & Meyer, 2000). Evidence in the literature seems to support the 
second possibility (Schriefers & Teruel, 1999; Bachoud-Levi & Dupoux, 1998).  
 
While the speaker is planning and articulating his utterance, he is also monitoring his 
own speech production. This monitoring system has been coined ‘the internal monitoring 
loop’ (Levelt, 1983). The aspect of inner speech which has been composed incrementally is 
referred to as the syllabified phonological code (Wheeldon & Levelt, 1995).  
 
 Summary. In Levelt et al.’s (1999) model, lexical selection corresponds to the lemma 
retrieval of the concept to be named. Lemmas correspond to a word's grammatical 
representation and function like a key to retrieving the word form, which occurs at the 
morpho-phonological stage. To recover the word form, the selected lemma is mapped onto its 








2.7.2.2  Description Of Foygel & Dell’s (2000) Model 
 
 
Unlike the discrete sequential model proposed by Levelt et al. (1999), the one 
proposed by Foygel and Dell (2000) is a connectionist model which is based on interactive 
activation. Foygel and Dell (2000) refer to the production of the word cat to illustrate their 
connectionist model. At the initial stage, the semantic features associated with the concept cat 



















These, in turn, activate associated lexical units such as dog, cat and rat in accordance 
with the strength of the connections, or weights, between the semantic and lexical units. 
Under normal conditions, the lexical unit linked to the most number of activated semantic 
features, in this case cat, reaches threshold and becomes selected. 
 
 
 g  t   o  d   k  m 
FOG DOG CAT RAT MAT 
  r   f  ae 
Lexical units 
Weights = s 
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Semantic features 
Output phoneme units 
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 Once the lexical units start to become activated, the phonological units in the output 
phoneme layer to which they are connected become increasingly activated. The amount of 
activation that individual phoneme units receive is determined by the strength of the 
connections between the lexical and phonological layers. This continues until the appropriate 
group of phonemes has been generated and the word cat is produced.  
 
The activation of the phoneme units also results in interactive feedback to the lexical 
units which are phonologically-related to the target cat. Such a feedback mechanism 
diminishes the probability that a phonologically-unrelated lexical unit will reach threshold. 
However, the probability that a phonologically-related unit becomes erroneously selected still 
remains (Foygel & Dell, 2000).  
 
The weights within the system can be lesioned by reducing them to levels below those 
which simulate correct word production in healthy speakers. The model has been used in this 
way to account for the impaired performance of aphasic patients in tasks such as auditory 
repetition (Baron, Hanley, Dell, & Kay, 2008; Dell, Martin, & Schwartz, 2007; Hanley, Dell, 
Kay, & Baron, 2004). Foygel and Dell (2000) and Schwartz, Dell, Martin, Gahl and Sobel 
(2006) have used the model to simulate the type and number of errors made by the majority 
of aphasic speakers in spoken picture naming tasks. They achieved this by lesioning the 
weights between the semantic features and the lexical units to create semantic-lexical lesions 
and by lesioning the weights between the lexical units and the output phoneme units to create 
phonological lesions.  
 
When the weights between the semantic features and the lexical units were lesioned, 
the probability of selecting one of the target word’s competitors at the lexical level was 
increased. If no further damage was made to the connections between the lexical units and the 
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output phoneme units, phonological encoding occurred normally and a real word was 
produced. Therefore, damage to connections between the semantic and lexical levels will 
result in a relatively high incidence of semantic, formal, mixed and unrelated word errors, 
where the error is a familiar word.  
 
When the weights between the lexical units and the output phoneme units were 
lesioned, the probability of selecting incorrect phonemes increased. Therefore, damage to 
connections between the lexical and phonological levels will result in a relatively high 
incidence of errors which are non-words. Unless the lesion between the lexical and 
phonological levels is extremely severe, the non-word errors produced will still be 
phonologically-related to the target word. It should be noted that phonological lesions 
increase the probability of producing phonologically-related non-word errors but rarely 
produce phonologically-similar real word errors, otherwise known as formal errors. These are 
almost always produced by semantic-lexical lesions.  
 
According to Foygel and Dell (2000), the input phoneme layer which becomes 
activated during speech comprehension is separate from the output phoneme layer which is 
activated during naming. This differentiation between input and output phoneme units means 
that the weights which connect the input phoneme layer to the lexical units and the weights 
which link the lexical units to the output phoneme units are completely independent of each 
other. Thus, the successful comprehension of spoken words is completely unrelated to 
processes related to strength of the weights which link the lexical units and the output 
phoneme units. In other words, an aphasic speaker’s performance on spoken comprehension 
tasks should be analysed separately from tasks influenced by the strength of the speaker’s 




 Summary. Since Foygel & Dell’s (2000) model is a connectionist model, there is no 
discrete process which refers to word form retrieval as per Levelt et al.’s (1999) model. It is, 
therefore, more difficult to determine the relationship between the type and source of naming 
impairment. Nonetheless, it can be established by manipulating parameters such as 
connection strength or decay rate to simulate an impaired condition which would produce 
specific types of errors (Dell, Schwartz, Martin, Saffran, & Gagnon, 1997). In Foygel and 
Dell's (2000) model, pure phonological errors are represented by local deficits such as lesions 
of the semantic-to-lexical or the lexical-to-phonological links. 
 
2.7.2.3  Description Of Caramazza’s (1997) Model 
 
 
The Independent Network (IN) model of the lexicon is the model of spoken word 
production proposed by Caramazza (1997). In this model, it is assumed that our knowledge of 
words is stored in sets of independent networks known as the lexical semantic network, the 
lexical-syntactic network, the phonological-lexeme network and the orthographic-lexeme 
network.  
 
The representations of word meaning are found in the lexical-semantic network and 
are kept as sets of semantic features, properties or predicates. A word’s syntactic features 
such as gender, tense, auxiliary types and grammatical class are represented in the lexical-
syntactic network. Within this network, there exist nodes which are further organised in sub-
networks based on different syntactic functions. For example, there are sub-networks 
consisting of grammatical class nodes (such as verbs and nouns), auxiliary nodes (namely be 
and have) and gender nodes (namely male and female).  
 
 
The phonological lexeme and orthographic lexeme networks comprise modality-
specific representations of known lexical items, otherwise known as lexical stems. The nodes 
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in these networks, as well as those in the lexical-syntactic networks, are in competition and 
hence are linked in an inhibitory manner. These independent networks are connected to one 
another by a modality-specific lexical node, which is a lexical node specific to one modality 
of output.  
 
According to this model, when a speaker wishes to produce the word dog, the set of 
semantic features related to the target dog is selected from within the lexical-semantic 
network. The selected lexical-semantic representation of dog then triggers activation toward 
the lexical-syntactic and the phonological-lexeme and orthographic-lexeme networks (see 
Figure 4 below).  
 
Figure 4. Schematic representation of the Independent Network (IN) model showing the relationship between 
the semantic, syntactic and lexical form representations adapted from Caramazza (1997). 
 
 
These activations cause the parallel activation of the lexemes of all the words which 
share the semantic features with dog. The lexeme which receives activation from all the 
selected semantic features reaches threshold. The amount of activation sent to the lexeme 
level by a semantic feature corresponds to a weighted proportion of the total number of 
features which represents the meaning of a word. For instance, if there are 12 features 
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representing the meaning of a word, each feature sends the amount of activation which 
corresponds to 1/12th the amount passed onto the lexeme level (Caramazza, 1997). 
 
 
Even though there is a direct link between the lexical-semantic network and the 
lexical-syntactic network, not all of the target word's syntactic features are simultaneously 
activated by the semantic system. For instance, grammatical class and verb tense receive 
activation but not gender features. The complete selection of syntactic features takes place in 
stages. Prior activation and selection of the modality-specific lexical node is required before 
the entire set of grammatical features is selected (Caramazza, 1997).  
 
 The activation of phonological properties occurs when the modality-specific 
phonological lexeme is selected. As such, a word's grammatical features are temporally 
selected prior to its phonological content. However, the selection of the lexeme nodes does 
not require the prior selection of its syntactic features. A consequence of this is that the 
phonological features of the lexeme node may become available independent of their 
grammatical features under extraordinary circumstances, such as brain damage (Caramazza, 
1997).  
  
 Summary. In Caramazza’s (1997) connectionist model, lexical selection begins with 
the activation of features in the lexical-semantic network which in turn activates the units in 
the lexeme network. Lexemes retrieve syntactic information through syntactic retrieval and 
phonological information through word form retrieval. This interconnectedness of the 
conceptual, phonological and syntactic systems may support a lexeme level organisation 





This section has described and summarised three current models of spoken word 
production (Foygel & Dell, 2000; Levelt et al., 1999 & Caramazza, 1997). These models will 
be revisited in Chapter 5 where the implications of the possible influence of semantic and 
syntactic effects at word form retrieval will be discussed. In brief, if imageability is indeed 
found to affect the performance of patients with a naming impairment at word form retrieval, 
Foygel and Dell’s (2000) and Caramazza’s (1997) models would be better equipped to 
account for imageability effects given their connectionist architecture.  
 
2.8 The Current Study 
 
 
While the levels of language processing in models of spoken word production are 
presently believed to be linguistically and functionally organised (Cohen et al., 1997), a small 
collection of studies (Cohen et al., 1997; Friederici & Shoenle, 1980; Bachoud-Levi & 
Dupoux, 2003) have found that semantic and syntactic variables operate at word form 
retrieval which should only be concerned with the phonological information of words. 
Therefore, the relevance of these variables at this stage of word production is unclear. This 
finding seems to suggest that the processing levels of spoken word production need not be 
organised according to linguistic and functional considerations.  
 
Three questions serve as the basis of this study: 
 
a. Is word form retrieval level influenced by both grammatical class (a syntactic 
variable) and imageability (a semantic variable)? 
b.  Are these effects of grammatical class and imageability independent of  
  each other? 
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c.  What are the implications of the influence of grammatical class and  
  imageability on word form retrieval for current models of spoken word  



























EXPERIMENTAL TASKS AND STIMULI 
  
 The current chapter describes the experimental tasks and test material used in Study 1 
and 2. The link between the tasks and the relevant modules of the PALPA will also be 
explained to facilitate the interpretation of the performance of the two aphasic individuals 
which will be discussed in Chapter 5.  
 
3.1 Materials 
Both picture and non-picture tasks were used in this study. The Malay word stimuli 
used in the picture naming and auditory word-picture matching tasks were translated from 
their English equivalents from ‘An Object and Action Naming Battery’ (Druks & Masterson, 
2000) whereas the Malay stimuli used in the sentence completion and immediate repetition 
tasks were created for this study. Imageability ratings were collected for the word stimuli 
used in the four tasks.  
 
3.1.1  Stimuli 
3.1.1.1 Picture Tasks 
 
 Two picture tasks were used in this study: the auditory word-picture matching task 
and the picture naming task. They are different from the aphasic screening task described in 
Chapter 4. 40 pairs of action and object picture cards taken from ‘An Object and Action 
Naming Battery’ (Druks & Masterson, 2000) were used. The names of the picture cards were 
matched for frequency and imageability. Frequency ratings were obtained from Dewan 
Bahasa dan Pustaka (Malay for The Institute of Language and Literature), the government 
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body which coordinates the use of Malay language in Malaysia and Brunei. Imageability 
ratings were collected for this study as they were not available for the Malay words used at 
the time of testing (see Section 3.1.2.3 below). The picture cards can be further categorised 
into 20 pairs of very high imageability nouns and verbs and 20 pairs of high imageability 
nouns and verbs. The rationale for using very high and high imageability categories will be 
explained in the next section.  
 
 The entire set of 80 picture cards were used for the picture naming task whereas only 
20 picture cards were used for the auditory word-picture matching task. In the latter task, the 
small number of culturally appropriate distracter picture cards available from the Druks and 
Masterson set (2000) unfortunately reduced the number of test items which could be used. 
 
3.1.1.2 Non-Picture Tasks 
 
 The sentence completion and the immediate repetition tasks were the two non-picture 
tasks used in this study. 37 pairs of nouns and verbs matched for length, frequency (Dewan 
Bahasa dan Pustaka, 2000) and imageability taken from Masnidah (2003) and 50 non-words 
were used.  
 
 Each non-word was obtained by altering one vowel or consonant of a Malay word. 
The result was a list of 50 two syllable non-words comprising sounds which were legal in 
Malay (see Appendix VII for list). Their non-word status was verified with Kamus Dewan 
Third Edition (Noresah, 1994), the comprehensive and authoritative Malay dictionary, 
published by Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka. This dictionary is both descriptive and prescriptive 
as it is the product of the efforts of Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka to adapt the Malay language 




 10 healthy adult Malay speakers, a different group from those recruited for the 
normative study, were also asked to verify the non-word status of the list via a lexical 
decision task.  The 50 non-words and 74 words from Masnidah (2003) were combined and 
randomised. As these 124 items would be used in an auditory immediate repetition task, they 
were read out to the participants one at a time. The participants were instructed to decide 
whether or not it was a Malay word. All 10 participants were able to correctly identify words 
and non-words.  Table 2 provides a summary of the stimuli used in the four tasks. 
 









TYPE TASK SOURCE NUMBER STATUS 
Picture 
 Picture naming task ‘An Object and Action  
Naming Battery’  
(Druks & Masterson, 2000); 
N = 80 






Sentence completion task Masnidah (2003); N = 74 74 Entire set 
Immediate repetition task 
Masnidah (2003); N = 74 
124 Entire set 
Created for this task; N = 50 
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3.1.2  Four Factors Considered In The Selection Of Nouns And 
  Verbs 
 
Word length, frequency, imageability and name agreement (for picture tasks) were 
taken into account in the selection of the noun and verb stimuli used in this study.  
 
3.1.2.1  Word Length And Word Frequency  
 
 Word length refers to the number of syllables or phonemes in a word (Bird et al., 
2000a) and word frequency refers to the frequency of occurrence of a word (Whitney, 1998). 
These variables are important selection criteria as they have been shown to affect word 
retrieval in aphasia. In general, shorter words and high frequency words are easier to retrieve 
compared to longer words and low frequency ones (for length, see Howard, Patterson, 
Franklin, Morton, & Orchard-Lisle, 1984; for frequency, see Kay & Ellis, 1987). However, 
reverse effects for both variables have been reported (for length, see Best, 1995; for 
frequency, see Marshall, Pring, Robson, & Chiat, 1998). 
 
 Frequency norms obtained from Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka (2002) were used in the 
selection of nouns and verbs used in the study. The frequency counts are based on an 88 
million word corpus based on newspapers, magazines and books in Malay. The final set of 
nouns and verbs belonged to the 2000 most frequently used words in Malay and were as 








3.1.2.2  Name Agreement (For Picture Tasks Only) 
 
Name agreement refers to the degree with which the same name is used for a given 
picture by healthy speakers of a language (Severens, Lommel, Ratinckx, & Hartsuiker, 2005) 
and has been shown to affect naming speed in word retrieval; pictures with a high level of 
name agreement are faster to name compared to those with a low level of name agreement 
(Druks & Masterson, 2002).  
 
As Malay name agreement data were not available for the picture cards used at the 
time of testing, they were collected from 10 Malay speakers, aged between 24 and 52 years 
(mean = 33.9 years). This is a group separate from the 10 volunteers who took part in the 
lexical decision task and the 35 participants of Study 1 who provided comparison data for the 
experimental tasks. 80 picture cards taken from 'An Object and Action Naming Battery' 
(Druks & Masterson, 2000) were randomized and presented to each participant one at a time. 
They were instructed to respond with the first word that came to their mind. 
 
 Several responses were accepted as correct in accordance to the convention adopted 
by Druks and Masterson (2000) in their collection of English name agreement data for their 
noun and verb picture cards. They were target responses, compounds which contain the target 
item (for example sayap burung ‘bird’s wing’ for sayap ‘wing’) and unprompted self-
corrections. The 80 picture cards achieved at least 85% name agreement, that is, at least 85% 
of the participants used the same words to name the pictures. This criterion is consistent with 
the one used in previous name agreement collection studies such as Crepaldi, Aggujaro, 
Arduino, Zonca, Ghirardi, Inzaghi, Colombo, Chierchia and Luzzatti (2004). The differences 
in volunteer performance for nouns and verbs and for very high and high imageability words 




3.1.2.3  Imageability 
 
One of the aims of this study was to investigate the influence of grammatical class 
and imageability effects on verb-noun naming in aphasia. As Malay imageability ratings were 
not available at the time of testing, ratings were collected so that the stimuli could be 
controlled for imageability. 
 
Participants. 22 Malay speakers aged 20-40 years (mean = 33.1 years) were recruited. 
While the number of raters might seem small in comparison to those employed in other 
imageability rating studies (78 raters in Bird et al., 2001; 36 raters in Druks & Masterson, 
2000), it was employed due to very high correlations reported across different imageability 
rating studies with raters numbering as low as 20 (for discussion, see Bird et al., 2001). 
Nonetheless, it would be useful to correlate these ratings with those from an equivalent 
Malay imageability rating database (unavailable at the time of testing) to enable comparisons 
between the results of the present study and results of other future studies.  
 
Materials. 74 nouns and verbs from Masnidah (2003) and 80 nouns and verbs from 
Druks & Masterson (2000) were rated. To facilitate the 'imaging' process, nouns and verbs 
were presented in their root form unless they are verb-noun homonyms, which are words 
spelt and pronounced the same way but carry different meanings (Bird et al., 2001). In Malay, 
homonyms can refer to both the noun form and the verb form. For example, the word sikat 
can refer to the noun ‘a comb’ or the verb ‘to comb’. To disambiguate the two word classes, 
nouns were preceded with the word satu ‘one’, as indefinite articles are absent in Malay. For 
example, satu sikat ‘one comb’ was used to refer to the noun ‘a comb’. Verbs were shown in 
their most frequent inflected form as determined by Malay frequency norms (Dewan Bahasa 
dan Pustaka, 2002). For example, menyikat ‘to comb’ was used to refer to the verb ‘to comb’. 
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This presentation style is a departure from previous known imageability rating studies (Bird 
et al., 2001; Altaribba et al., 1999; Campos, 1990; Gilhooly & Logie, 1980) where nouns 
were preceded by the indefinite article and verbs were presented in their infinitival form (with 
the exception of a few inflected forms). The words from Masnidah (2003) and Druks and 
Masterson (2000) were presented in separate word lists for the purpose of analysis. Each list 
was typed in alphabetical order, with verb and noun homonyms placed one after another for 
ease of comparison.  
 
 Procedure. The participants were given the word lists which included four practice 
items to allow them to familiarise themselves with the task before they began rating the test 
stimuli. They were encouraged to clarify questions regarding the task during the practice 
stage. 
 
 Instructions. The participants were asked to rate the words based on the ease with 
which the word conjures a mental image. The ratings were made on a 7-point scale where 1 
indicated very low imageability and 7 indicated very high imageability.  
   
 Results. The mean rating for each word was multiplied by 100 to give ratings on a 
scale of 100 to 700 so as to provide consistency with databases such as the MRC database 
(Coltheart, 1981). A summary of the ratings is provided below (see Appendix V for the full 
list of ratings). 
 
 80 words from Druks and Masterson (2000) were rated for imageability. From this set, 
gajah ‘elephant’ received the highest rating while hakim ‘judge’ received the lowest in the 
case of nouns. Interestingly, elephant also received the highest rating for nouns by the raters 
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of Druks and Masterson (2000). In the case of verbs, lompat ‘jump’ received the highest 
imageability rating while jatuh ‘drop’ received the lowest.  
 
 74 words from Masnidah (2003) were rated for imageability. Within this set of words, 
buku ‘book’ was rated the highest in imageability while faedah ‘benefit’ was rated the lowest 
in the case of nouns. For verbs, mandi ‘bathe’ was rated the highest while jadi ‘happen’ was 
rated the lowest. Table 3 contains the number (n), mean (M), standard deviation (SD) and the 
range of imageability ratings of all the rated words.   
 
Source Druks & Masterson (2000) Masnidah (2003) 
Word class n M SD Range n M SD Range 
Nouns 71 620 65.4 465-700 37 457 104 265-665 
Verbs 54 617 57.7 465-696 37 446 93.5 265-594 




Analysis. An analysis of the Malay imageability ratings is provided below. Firstly, the 
imageability ratings of English words and their Malay equivalents will be compared. General 
observations about the Malay ratings and several suggestions for future use of these ratings 
will then be provided.  
 
  Imageability Ratings of English Words and their Malay Equivalents. As a detailed 
statistical analysis of the imageability ratings collected was beyond the scope of this study, an 
informal comparison of the imageability ratings of Malay words and their English equivalents 
was done instead. Although these ratings do not match perfectly, they remained largely 
within the same imageability rating brackets. The 37 pairs of Malay nouns and verbs taken 
from Masnidah (2003) were the Malay equivalents of English words taken from a database 
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created by Bird et al. (2001). Nouns and verbs classified as high (or low) imageability words 
in Bird et al.’s (2001) database were given a high (or low) imageability rating in the present 
imageability rating study. Specifically, 33/37 Malay nouns and 33/37 Malay verbs rated 
remained within the imageability category of their equivalent word in English.  
 
This preliminary collection of the imageability ratings of Malay words seems to 
suggest that the ratings of the Malay words are similar to those of their English counterparts. 
However, as the number of items rated in this study is small, more evidence is required to 
determine the extent to which the ratings are similar. It would be useful to rate a larger set of 
Malay words on which to perform a more rigorous analysis to investigate the similarity of the 
two ratings. 
 
 An Analysis of the Collected Malay Imageability Ratings. Concrete Malay words 
received a higher imageability rating than abstract ones. Specifically, the translated words 
taken from Druks and Masterson (2000) which were all concrete words obtained a higher 
range of imageability ratings (465-700) compared to the words selected from Masnidah (2003) 
which were a mix of concrete and abstract words. The larger range of imageability ratings 
(265-665) obtained by the latter set also reflected this heterogeneous mix. This observation is 
consistent with the prediction that concrete words have a higher imageability rating compared 
to abstract words for English words (Bird et al., 2000).  
 
 Range Of Imageability Used For The Test Stimuli. A database of imageability ratings 
for English words is based on a 700 point scale (Bird et al., 2001) and a rating larger than 450 
is considered high imageability while a rating smaller than 350 is considered low 




Even though this is the case, a range was accepted in Masnidah's (2003) study, in 
which a Malay sentence completion task was developed to investigate the role of 
grammatical class and imageability in aphasic verb-noun naming. The choice of target words 
available was limited due to differences in word frequencies of English and Malay. In the end, 
words with a rating of larger than 405 were considered as high imageability and words with a 
rating smaller than 363 were considered as low imageability. This range allowed the 
inclusion of 37 pairs of nouns and verbs matched for imageability where 25 out of 37 pairs 
were high imageability nouns and verbs and the remaining 12 pairs were low imageability 
nouns and verbs. This range differed from the range used by other imageability studies such 
as Berndt et al. (2002a) by a small margin but it was selected for two reasons. Firstly, it 
allowed the inclusion of words rated relatively lower and relatively higher in imageability, a 
range which was important in the study. Secondly, it allowed the use of a total of 74 target 
words. A number which was too small might affect the reliability of the results of the study. 
 
Categories Of Imageability Used In This Study.  Very high and high, not high and low, 
imageability categories were used in the picture tasks, namely the picture naming and 
auditory word-picture matching tasks, for two reasons. It has been argued that the low 
imageability condition is virtually unmatchable in picture naming tasks since low 
imageability nouns such as weight and courage cannot be elicited unambiguously in a picture 
(Luzzatti et al., 2006).  In addition, although words rated low in imageability such as the verb 
to rock and the noun weight were available in the picture naming battery created by Druks 
and Masterson (2000), the 80 words eventually selected for this study did not include those 
low imageability words. As a result, all the words selected for the picture tasks fell under the 




To analyse the imageability effect within this set of high imageability words, the 
words were further separated into high and very high imageability categories. The ranges of 
imageability used in two previous studies (Kacinik & Chiarello, 2003; Masnidah, 2003) were 
used as a guide to determine the imageability ranges used in this study. Kacinik and Chiarello 
(2003) defined words rated between 654 and 696 as high imageability words and words rated 
between 361 and 585 as mid imageability words. In Masnidah  (2003), words rated larger 
than 405 were considered high imageability words and words rated smaller than 363 were 
considered as low imageability. Eventually, words rated between 367 and 585 were 
categorised as high imageability words and words rated between 642 and 696 were defined as 
very high imageability words. Mid imageability, a term used in Kacinik and Chiarello (2003), 
is not a term commonly in other imageability studies. Therefore, it was replaced with the 
term high imageability in this study. The final range of ratings defined as low, high and very 









A. Picture Naming  
B. Auditory Word-Picture Matching  
NA 367-585 642 - 696 
 





Task\Imageability Rating Low Imageability High Imageability 
A. Sentence Completion 
B. Immediate Repetition 
<367 > 367 
 




Words higher in rated imageability are easier to retrieve compared to those rated 
lower in imageability. Based on this imageability effect, it can be predicted that very high 
imageability words would be retrieved more accurately than high imageability ones in 
aphasic naming. Similarly, high imageability words would be retrieved more accurately than 
low imageability words. The difference in performance for very high and high imageability 
words should mirror the difference in performance for high and low imageability words.  This 
outcome is expected since the differences controlled within each of these two sets essentially 
reflect the differences between words rated relatively higher and lower in imageability. The 
analysis of the imageability effect on the performance of the two aphasic participants will be 
discussed in Chapter 5. 
 
3.1.2.4  Other Considerations  
 
 Another factor which determined the selection of nouns and verbs was the use of a 
sentence completion task.  As the question of whether naming would be affected by the 
degree of imageability forms part of the current investigation, it was necessary to choose a 
task which allowed the inclusion of verbs and nouns with a range of values on the 
imageability scale. The sentence completion task fulfilled this criterion and so was used in 
this study to complement the picture tasks, for which only verbs and nouns rated high in 
imageability were used.  
 
 Many previous verb-noun discrepancy studies relied largely on naming tasks which 
used video-recording or picture stimuli (Berndt et al., 2002a). The soundness of this 
methodology has been questioned because the presence of the visual representation of the 
target word may provide support to the damaged sensory information of its semantic 
representation (Bird et al., 2000a). Thus, the verb-noun discrepancy reported in those studies 
may not reflect true grammatical class effects (Bird et al., 2000a). Complementing a picture 
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naming task with a sentence completion task and comparing the patterns of performance in 
these tasks may allow for a better understanding of the factors which influence verb and noun 
naming.  
 
 The previous section has explained the various factors taken into account in the 
selection of nouns and verbs. The next section describes the experimental tasks used in this 
study. 
 
3.2 Experimental Tasks 
 
One of the aims of this study was to test the claim that grammatical class and 
imageability effects play a role in word form retrieval. Four tasks with a variety of input and 
output modalities were used to rule out impairment in the semantic system, phonological 
output lexicon, phonological planning and lexical and non-lexical repetition routes in order to 
locate a possible impairment at word form retrieval: the picture naming, sentence completion, 
auditory word-picture matching and immediate repetition of words and non-words tasks.  
 
3.2.1  Rationale Behind The Choice Of Experimental Tasks 
 
In this section, the experimental tasks used to locate the naming impairment of the 
aphasic participants will be described with respect to the PALPA model of naming (see 
Figure 1 in Section 2.1) (Kay et al., 1992). The main components of the PALPA involved in 
naming are the semantic system, the phonological output lexicon and the communication 
pathway connecting the two lexicons. Beyond these main components are further processes, 
namely the phonological output buffer and the motor speech processes which are involved in 
the realisation of the word as an utterance. These two processes are subsumed under the term 
speech in the PALPA model. 
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The goal was to locate naming impairment at word form retrieval. As naming 
involves several processes within a model of spoken word production, cross-modality 
comparison is key in assessing the location of a naming deficit. Therefore, assessment should 
include a variety of single word processing tasks with a range of input (such as spoken words 
and viewed objects) and output (such as speech and gesture) modalities. 
 
When a mechanism is functionally impaired, modality comparisons should show that 
performance in all tasks dependent on that mechanism is impaired. Modality consistent and 
modality inconsistent aphasic performance can be observed. For example, the ability to 
process meaning is required to produce and comprehend words. Subsequently, impairment at 
semantic processing will affect performance in naming and comprehension tasks (modality 
consistency) (Hillis, Rapp, Romani, & Caramazza, 1990). In comparison, impairment at 
phonological output lexicon will affect performance in all verbal production tasks but not 
necessarily comprehension tasks (modality inconsistent) (Caramazza & Hillis, 1990).  
 
In addition to assessing naming ability, error analysis should be conducted for more 
clues about the impaired naming mechanism since the same error patterns should be observed 
in tasks which require that mechanism. For example, semantic errors in naming and 
comprehension tasks should be observed in patients with a semantic processing deficit (for 
example, see Hillis et al., 1990). However, it is not possible to identify the source of naming 
impairment based on error analysis alone. For instance, semantic errors may indicate 
impairment at the semantic system in some patients (Raymer & Rothi, 2002; Foundas, 
Daniels, & Vasterling, 1998; Hillis et al., 1990; Howard, Patterson, Franklin, Morton, & 
Orchard-Lisle, 1984) and impairment at phonological retrieval in others (Caramazza & Hillis, 
1990). Therefore, error pattern analysis should be carried out across lexical tasks to pinpoint 
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the naming impairment. With these factors in mind, several tasks were designed to identify 
the sources of semantic and phonological impairments. 
 
3.2.1.1  Semantic Impairments 
 
Naming difficulties may arise due to impairment at the semantic system. A patient 
with this impairment will find it challenging to perform tasks which require semantic 
processing such as comprehension of spoken words and spoken naming for all modalities of 
input and output (Hodges & Patterson, 1996; Raymer & Berndt, 1996; Lambon Ralph, Ellis, 
& Fraklin, 1995; Hillis et al., 1990; Chertkow, Bub, & Seinenberg, 1989; Howard et al., 
1984). 
 
The lexical input and output stages in language processing may be impaired 
simultaneously. These impairments may produce errors, which may mimic impairment at the 
semantic system deficit, across different modalities. Therefore, when a patient produces an 
error, it may be useful to administer additional semantic tasks which require more specific 
processing of the semantic features of the stimuli. A follow-up task such as one which 
requires the patient to match a spoken target to its picture among a set of distracter items may 
be more sensitive to more subtle deficits in the semantic system (Raymer & Rothi, 2002; 
Greenwald, Raymer, Richardson, & Rothi, 1995).  
 
Patients with impairments of specific semantic categories such as fruits and 
vegetables (Farah & Wallace, 1992; Hart, Berndt, & Caramazza, 1985), living and non-living 
things (Bunn, Tyler, & Moss, 1998; Silveri & Di Betta, 1997; Montanes, Goldblum, & Boller, 
1995), animals (Caramazza & Shelton, 1998; Ferreira, Guisiano, & Poncet, 1997; Hart & 
Gordon, 1992;  Hillis & Caramazza, 1991) and tools (Ochipa, Rothi, & Heilman, 1989) have 
been reported in the literature.  
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3.2.1.2  Phonological  Impairments 
 
The source of naming difficulty may be located at the phonological output lexicon. In 
this case, the patient is expected to be impaired in all spoken tasks which depend upon the 
integrity of stored phonological representations such as word and non-word repetition and 
naming tasks.  
 
Patients may produce errors such as phonemic paraphasias (Kay & Ellis, 1987), 
neologisms (Kohn, Smith, & Alexander, 1996), semantic errors (Caramazza & Hillis, 1991) 
and non responses (Miceli, Giustollisi, & Caramazza, 1991). This spectrum of error types 
represents the range of impairments related to the phonological output lexicon. Neologisms 
and phonemic errors may result from disturbance to the structure of phonological 
representations (Kohn et al., 1996) or post lexical phonemic processes (Ellis et al., 1992). 
Non responses and semantic errors may arise due to impaired access to the phonological 
output lexicon (Miceli et al., 1991; Caramazza & Hillis, 1991; Le Dorze & Neopoulous, 
1989).  
 
Grammatical category is represented at phonological output lexicon (Caramazza & 
Hillis, 1991). Therefore, verb-noun discrepancy in naming may be observed at this level. 
Patients with non-fluent aphasia and anterior lesions may present with selective verb 
impairment while those with fluent aphasia and posterior lesions may be more impaired for 
noun naming than verb naming (Ellsworth & Raymer, 1998; Damasio & Tranel, 1993; 
Zingeser & Berndt, 1990; Miceli, Silveri, Villa, & Caramazza, 1984). Therefore, naming 
assessment should incorporate tasks to investigate the grammatical effect in patients with 




The PALPA (Kay et al., 1992) model contains the acoustic-to-phonological 
conversion process which allows the repetition of non-words to occur directly from acoustic 
analysis to speech, a route which by-passes the lexical systems. A comparison of word versus 
non-word repetition may help distinguish between impairment at phonological output lexicon 
and a mechanism beyond that. Patients with greater difficulty repeating non-word items may 
present with post-lexical impairment whereas those with less difficulty may present with 
lexical impairment (Kahn, Stannard, & Skinner, 1998). 
 
This section has explained the factors considered in the selection and design of the 
experimental tasks. The next section describes the four experimental tasks which had been 
selected based on these considerations. 
 
3.2.2  Description Of Experimental Tasks 
 
 The semantic system, phonological planning and lexical and non-lexical repetition 
routes were targeted for assessment in order to determine the locus of impairment of the 
aphasic speakers. The picture naming task, sentence completion task, auditory word-picture 
matching task and immediate repetition task were selected to assess those levels of language 
processing as they allowed for cross-modality comparisons to be made across tasks in order 
to determine if word form retrieval was impaired.  
 
3.2.2.1 Normative Data Collection  (Study 1) 
 
 Control participants were not employed in Study 2 (the main study). To determine if 
patient performance was impaired, their individual performance was compared with the 
normative data provided by non-brain injured participants. Normative data collection (Study 
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1) was conducted with healthy Malay speakers.  
 
 Participants. 35 healthy Malay-speaking adults aged 40-60 years (mean = 50.6 years), 
matched for education, were recruited.  
 
 Procedure. Each participant was administered the picture naming task, the sentence 
completion task, the auditory word-picture matching task and the immediate repetition tasks 
described below which were completed in one sitting. To minimise priming effects, the 
participants were not given feedback regarding how they had fared in the tasks (Kay et al., 
1992). Care was also taken to ensure that the tasks which used the same stimuli were not 
tested side by side. Thus, the sentence completion and picture naming tasks were carried out 
as a set and the immediate repetition and auditory word-picture matching tasks were carried 
out as a separate set. To minimise fatigue and loss of concentration, a rest period was given in 
between the two sets. The tasks were administered in a quiet room and standardised 
instructions were used across the participants. 
 
Normative data. The control data collected were used to calculate the cut-off for 
impairment for the experimental tasks. A criterion of two standard deviations (or further) 
below the mean score was taken to be an indication of impaired performance (Druks & 
Masterson, 2000; Kay et al., 1992). The number (n), mean (M) and standard deviation (SD) of 
the performance of these healthy participants are reported together with the description of 







3.2.2.2 Experimental Tasks 
3.2.2.2.1 Picture Naming Task 
 
  
This task assessed the participant’s ability to name pictures.  
 
 Material. 40 pairs of action and object picture cards from ‘An Object and Action 
Naming Battery’ (Druks & Masterson, 2000) were used. They can be categorised into four 
conditions of high imageability nouns and verbs and very high imageability nouns and verbs. 
 
 Procedure. The participants were asked to name objects or actions. The picture cards 
were randomized and presented one at a time. Each card was preceded by a spoken sentence 
which identified the target item's word class. It also used a question format to elicit the name 
of the picture: 
 Apakah perkara yang dilakukan di dalam gambar ini? 
 What thing that being-done at inside picture this? 
 What action is being carried out in this picture? 
 
 Apakah nama benda yang ada di dalam gambar ini? 
 
 What name thing that have at inside picture this? 
 
 What is the name of the thing in this picture? 
 
 
 Normative data. The number (n), mean (M) and standard deviation (SD) of the 






PICTURE NAMING TASK  
 Item n M SD Cut-off 
High Imageability Nouns 20 19.11 0.78 17.55 
High Imageability Verbs 20 19.14 0.87 17.40 
Low Imageability Nouns 20 18.46 0.97 16.52 
Low Imageability Verbs 20 17.40 1.22 14.96 
 




Two follow-up tasks were carried out to further investigate the nature of the naming 
impairment: the syllable count task and the semantic knowledge task.  
 
 Syllable Count Task. When a participant misnamed a picture, he was immediately 
prompted to provide the syllable count of the target word. The correct number of syllables of 
a word cannot be provided unless the correct lexical entry has been selected. This is 
indicative of whether lexical selection is intact or impaired.  
 
Semantic Knowledge Task. After providing syllable count, the participant was asked 
to provide semantic information of the target word. The ability to provide this information 
indicates a preserved semantic system which suggests that the location of his naming deficit 















3.2.2.2.2 Sentence Completion Task 
 
This task assessed the participant’s ability to complete a sentence using a single word.  
Material. 25 pairs of high imageability nouns and verbs and 12 pairs of low 
imageability nouns and verbs matched for length and frequency from Masnidah (2003) were 
used. This list of words featured both abstract and concrete nouns and verbs.  
 
 For each target word, one or two short sentences were constructed, depending on 
whether the first sentence could provide adequate context for the production of the target 
word. The sentences were constructed such that the target word to be elicited was found at 
the end of the sentence (see Appendix VI for full list). 
 
 The construction of such sentences in Malay would result in sentences whose lexical 
items are rather open at the end. This is particularly the case if the target word is a verb. To 
further constrain the production of the target word, the prefixes of target words were made 
available wherever necessary, such as in condition (iii) below. Four conditions were 
identified:  
 
i) high imageability verb: makan (=eat) 
Kalau lapar, kita __________. 
If hungry, we __________. 







ii) high imageability noun: doktor (= doctor) 
Kalau sakit, kita jumpa dengan __________. 
If sick, we meet with __________. 
If we fall sick, we see the __________. 
 
 iii) low imageability verb: kacau (= disturb) 
Kalau dia lagi berfikir, dia tidak suka di__________. 
If he is still thinking, he not like to-be __________. 
If he is thinking, he does not like to be __________. 
 
iv) low imageability noun: harapan (= hope) 
 Datuk Ali sakit tenat di hospital. Nampaknya dah tak ada __________. 
Grandfather Ali's ill critically at hospital. Looks already no have __________. 
Ali's grandfather is critically ill at the hospital. It looks like there is no more 
 __________. 
 
Cloze probabilities for the sentences used in this study were obtained from two 
healthy native Malay speakers, both aged 50 years, in a previous study (Masnidah, 2003). 
Cloze probability refers to the probability that the participant produces a target word (Berndt 
et al., 2002a). It is important to obtain these data to ensure that the sentences constructed 
sufficiently constrain the production of the target word. In Masnidah (2003), the four 
conditions were combined and randomised and the sentences were spoken to the healthy 
participant one at a time. Each participant was asked to produce one-word responses and 
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were given as much time as they needed to complete the sentence. The sentences obtained 
100% agreement (synonyms were considered correct responses) from both participants. 
 
 Procedure. The four conditions of high imageability nouns and verbs and low 
imageability nouns and verbs were combined and randomised. The sentences were read one 
at a time to the participants who were instructed to produce one-word responses and were 
given as much time as they needed to produce a response. To minimise fatigue and loss of 
concentration, rest periods were given at regular intervals during the task. 
 
 Normative data. The number (n), mean (M) and standard deviation (SD) of the 













Table 7. Correct responses achieved by the non-brain-damaged participants in the sentence completion task. 
 
Syllable count task. The participants’ ability to provide the syllable count for the 
words they were unable to name was also assessed. As the list of target words for this task 
included words rated lower in imageability compared to the list used in the picture naming 
task, the ability to produce syllable count in this task indicates that lexical selection is intact 





SENTENCE COMPLETION TASK 
Item n M SD Cut-off 
High Imageability Nouns 25 24.0 0.94 22.12 
High Imageability Verbs 25 23.4 1.13 21.14 
Low Imageability Nouns 12 11.3 0.73 9.84 




3.2.2.2.3 Auditory Word-Picture Matching Task 
 
An auditory word-picture matching task was administered to further investigate the 
intactness of the participants' semantic system. This task required the participants to match a 
spoken word to its corresponding picture card from a set of distracter cards.   
 
Material. 10 pairs of action and object picture cards from ‘An Object and Action 
Naming Battery’ (Druks & Masterson, 2000) matched for imageability and frequency were 
used.  
 
 Procedure.  The participants were asked to identify the picture of a spoken word from 
a set of four pictures. The target picture was presented simultaneously with a picture of a 
phonologically-related word, a picture of a semantically-related word and a picture of a 
distracter item. They were instructed to point to the target picture.  
  
 Normative data. The number (n), mean (M) and standard deviation (SD) of the 















Table 8. Correct responses achieved by the non-brain-damaged participants in  
the auditory word-picture matching task. 
 
 
AUDITORY WORD-PICTURE MATCHING TASK  
 ITEM n M SD Cut-off 
High Imageability Nouns 5 5 0 5 
High Imageability Verbs 5 5 0 5 
Low Imageability Nouns 5 5 0 5 
Low Imageability Verbs 5 5 0 5 
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3.2.2.2.4 Immediate Repetition Task 
 
 
This task assessed the participant’s ability to repeat words and non-words. The former 
suggests spared lexical repetition route and spared phonological planning while the latter 
indicates preserved non-lexical repetition route.  
 
Material. 25 pairs of high imageability nouns and verbs and 12 pairs of low 
imageability nouns and verbs matched for length and frequency from Masnidah (2003) and 
50 bi-syllabic non-words were used.  
 
Procedure. The items were combined, randomised and spoken to the participant one 
at a time.  
 
 Normative data. The number (n), mean (M) and standard deviation (SD) of the 
performance of the healthy participants in this task is given below:  
 
IMMEDIATE REPETITION TASK  
 Item n M SD Cut-off 
Nouns 37 37 0 37 
Verbs 37 37 0 37 
Non-words 50 50 0 50 
 









Table 10 provides a summary of the experimental tasks, and their follow-up tasks, 




A. Picture Naming 
         - Syllable Count 
         - Semantic Knowledge 
B. Auditory word-picture matching 
Non-Picture-Based 
Tasks 
C. Sentence Completion 
         - Syllable Count 
D. Immediate Repetition Task 
 





































After normative data was obtained from healthy Malay speakers for the experimental 
tasks, Study 2 was carried out with two Malay aphasic patients. This chapter begins with a 
description of the participants and the procedure used in this study. Then the patients' 
performance will be reported in two parts: to locate the source of their naming impairment at 
word form retrieval and to investigate the nature of the grammatical class and imageability at 
this level. 
 
4.1 Profile of Aphasic Participants 
 
 
Two aphasic patients, AJ and RMS, were identified to participate in this study with 
the help of the Speech Therapy Department at the Singapore General Hospital (SGH). AJ is a 
35 year-old Malay male with 13 years of formal education. He holds a National ITE 
Certificate (NITEC, formerly known as NTC) awarded by the Institute of Technical 
Education, Singapore. AJ suffers from a heart defect commonly referred to as ‘a hole in the 
heart’ condition. He suffered a stroke one week prior to a heart surgery, following which he 
became aphasic. Before the stroke, he worked as a technician with the local postal service 
and could speak, read and write in Malay and English but indicated that he was more 






RMS is a Malay male in his early forties with seven years of formal education. He 
suffered a sudden stroke which resulted in his aphasic condition. Prior to the stroke, he was 
fluent in Malay and English but also indicated that he was more proficient in Malay. RMS 
used to work in the catering business but after his stroke, he was unable to work and currently 
resides in a nursing home. Table 11 summarises the descriptive information of the two 
participants. 
 
DESCRIPTION AJ RMS 
Gender, Age (years) Male, 35 Male, 43 
Education (years) 13 7 
Native Language Malay Malay 
 
Table 11. Summary of the descriptive information of AJ and RMS. 
 
 AJ and RMS underwent screening to ensure their suitability for participation in this 
study. The two steps in the screening process are described below. The procedures used 
during screening were similar to those used in the testing phase. 
 
4.1.1  Screening Step 1: General Abilities 
 
 
AJ and RMS underwent aphasia assessment by the Speech Therapist at the SGH and 
fulfilled the following criteria. They:  
 
a. are physically and neurologically stable as indicated in the medical files 
b. do not have severe dysarthria as diagnosed by the Speech Therapist, so that speech 
is intelligible to the listener 
c. do not have any cognitive deficits affecting attention, memory and awareness of 
 surroundings, as documented in medical files or assessed by the Speech Therapist 
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d. have a proficiency in Malay as indicated by the daily use of the language in the 
home, work and social environments (Lim, 1998 adapted from Paradis, 1987) (see 
Appendix I for questionnaire) 
e. are free from visual or auditory perception difficulties as determined by the Visual 
Perception Test (Whurr, 1996) and a phonemic discrimination test respectively 
(see Appendix III for descriptions). 
f. are right-handed as determined by the Handedness Questionnaire (Bryden, 1982) 
(see Appendix II for questionnaire) 
 
4.1.2  Screening Step 2: Verb-Noun Discrepancy 
 
 
 Given that investigating the nature of verb-noun discrepancy is an important part of 
this thesis, only aphasic patients with a verb-noun discrepancy were included in this study. To 
determine that AJ and RMS had selective verb or noun impairment, a picture naming task 
was administered. Establishing verb-noun discrepancy at this stage was necessary so that 
whether this discrepancy remained or disappeared in experimental tasks controlled for 
imageability can be determined.  
  
 Materials. This task used picture cards which are different from those used in Study 1 
(normative data collection) and 2 (the main study). 20 pairs of culturally appropriate action 
and object picture cards from Snodgrass and Vanderwart (1980) were used. The names of the 
picture cards were matched for frequency, based on frequency norms obtained from a Malay 
word frequency list provided by Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka (2002), but not for imageability.  
 
 Results. AJ named 13/20 nouns and 5/20 verbs correctly while RMS named 11/20 
nouns and 4/20 verbs correctly. A two-tailed Fisher’s Exact test revealed that the difference 
in correctly naming nouns compared to verbs was significant for both AJ (p = .025) and RMS 
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(p = .048). This suggests that they both had a verb-noun discrepancy. Their performance can 




Nouns 13/20 11/20 
Verbs 5/20 4/20 
 
Table 12. Number of correct responses by patients AJ & RMS for nouns (n = 20) and verbs (n = 20) in an 




4.2  Procedures 
 
Study 2 (the main study) was conducted in two phases; the screening phase (described 
above) and the testing phase which was completed in two sessions. Several guidelines on test 
administration were observed: 
 
a.  Care was taken to avoid signalling to the target item by way of eye-pointing and 
intonational differences when referring to target and distracter items (Kay et al., 1992). 
However, some target items were not clearly obvious from the picture as they appeared as 
part of a complex picture. In such cases, target items were pointed out to the participants to 
reduce the number of non-target responses.  
 
b.  To ensure that participants were clear on the task requirements, they were briefed on 
the nature of the tasks and were given practice items before attempting the actual test 






c.  As with healthy subjects, two measures were taken as a precaution against priming 
effects on tasks which used the same materials. Firstly, these tasks were not tested on more 
than one occasion on the same day; the picture naming and sentence completion tasks were 
carried out in one session and the auditory word-picture matching and immediate repetition 
tasks were carried out in a separate session. This is because the picture naming and auditory 
word-picture matching tasks employed the same set of words from ‘An Object and Action 
Naming Battery’ (Druks & Masterson, 2000) and the sentence completion and immediate 
repetition tasks employed another set of words from Masnidah (2003). The order of the tasks 
in the testing phase is summarised below in Table 13. Secondly, the participants were not 
informed which of their responses were correct or erroneous and were given a seven day 
break in-between testing sessions (Kay et al., 1992).  
 
TESTING PHASE TASKS 
Session One 
1. Picture naming task 
2. Sentence completion task 
Session Two 
3. Auditory word-picture matching task 
4. Immediate repetition task  
Table 13. Summary of the order of tasks carried out in the testing phase. 
 
d. All the sessions were conducted in a quiet room and standardised instructions were 
used across the participants. At the beginning of each session, the participants were informed 
that they were allowed as much time as they needed to produce a response. To minimize loss 









This section reports the performance of the aphasic participants. The report is 
presented in two parts to address two out of the three research questions: 
 
a.  Is word form retrieval influenced by both grammatical class and imageability 
effects? 
 To address this question, the performance of the patients in the four tasks 
designed to locate the source of their naming impairment was analysed. 
 
b.  If so, do these effects operate independently of each other? 
 A reanalysis of the patients' patterns of performance was carried out to  
  investigate the nature of grammatical class and imageability effects on naming 
  ability. 
 
The mean scores and standard deviations obtained for each task were used as baseline 
data to determine whether the performance of the aphasic participant was impaired. The chi-
squared test was also used to determine the significance of the differences in performance 
between categories such as high versus low imageability words and nouns versus verbs. 
However, visual inspection of the patterns of performance was also made to supplement the 
performance analysis since the small number of items used in each task weakens the 
confidence of using statistical analyses alone in determining significance (see Berndt et al., 







4.3.1  Task 1: Establish Verb-Noun Discrepancy At Word Form 
  Retrieval 
 
AJ and RMS were shown to have verb-noun naming impairment in the screening 
phase (see Section 4.1.2 above). To demonstrate that their naming impairment occurs at word 
form retrieval, it is necessary to show that higher levels of spoken word production, namely 
the semantic system, lexical retrieval, phonological planning and the lexical and non-lexical 
repetition routes, are preserved.  
 
 The picture naming, sentence completion and the auditory word-picture matching 
tasks were used to assess the intactness of the semantic system while the repetition task was 
used to determine the patients' phonological planning ability and the intactness of their lexical 
and non-lexical routes for repeating target items (see Section 2.1, Figure 1). The results 
analysis will be based on correct and incorrect answers since the focus is to establish 
impairment at word form retrieval. A reanalysis of correct answers as nouns and verbs and 
high and low imageability words to investigate the nature of grammatical class and 
imageability effects at word form retrieval will be presented in the next section. 
 
4.3.1.1 Intact Semantic System 
 
 
 AJ and RMS' performance in the sentence completion, auditory word-picture 
matching and picture naming tasks and the relevant follow-up tasks suggest a preserved 








4.3.1.1.1 Picture Naming 
 
AJ named 36/80 target words correctly while RMS named 44/80 target words 
correctly. Both their scores were more than two standard deviations below the normative 





 The patients’ knowledge about syllable number was checked in misnamed pictures. 
The ability to provide syllable count is indicative of whether lexical selection is preserved 
since it can be provided only when the correct lexical entry has been selected. AJ and RMS 
had misnamed 44 and 36 words respectively. AJ accurately provided the syllable count in 
36/44 occasions (82%). He was doubtful on six occasions, that is, he was hesitant between 
the correct number and the correct number plus or minus one syllable. RMS counted the 
syllables correctly for 30/36 misnamed words (83%). He was doubtful on only four 
occasions. Overall, their performance in this task suggests that they were mostly unimpaired 
in lexical selection.  
 
 Semantic Knowledge 
 
AJ and RMS were also always able to provide accurate information when asked to 
provide semantic information for the pictures that they were unable to name. For example, for 
burung ‘bird’, AJ said, “ter..bang…telur” (fly…egg). For baldi ‘pail’, RMS said, 





Even though both RMS and AJ performed rather poorly in the picture naming task, 
their excellent performance in the two follow-up tasks suggests that their semantic system 
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was intact. In order to more strongly rule out impairment at the semantic system, a word-
picture matching task was administered (described later in Section 4.3.1.1.3). 
 














































Figure 5. Number of correct responses by patients AJ and RMS and the normative group in the sentence 
completion task for target words (n = 74). 
 
 
Figure 5 shows the performance of AJ and RMS and of the normative group in the 
sentence completion task. AJ named 35/74 target words correctly whereas RMS produced 
30/74 target words correctly. Both AJ and RMS obtained a score which was more than two 
standard deviations below the normative mean. This indicates that they were impaired in this 




AJ could accurately provide the syllable count in 36/39 occasions (92%) whereas 
RMS provided the correct syllable count of 36/44 pictures (81.2%) he had misnamed and was 
doubtful on five occasions. Their good performance in this task suggests that they were 











Figure 6. Number of correct responses by patients AJ and RMS and the normative group in the auditory word-
picture matching task for target words (n = 20). The normative group performed at ceiling in this task. 
 
 
Figure 6 provides the results of the patients' performance and that of the normative 
group in the auditory word-picture matching task. AJ correctly matched 19/20 target words 
and was able to correctly match the final word and picture set on his second attempt. Overall, 
he performed quite well in this task. In contrast, RMS matched only 16/20 target words 
correctly and required several attempts before he could correctly match the remaining four 
words to their corresponding pictures. His score was actually more than two standard 
deviations below the normative mean. This suggests impaired performance in this task..  
 
Comment: RMS’ Performance 
 
Impaired performance in this task may indicate three sources of impairment; a deficit 
in auditory perception, a global deficit in conceptual knowledge or a more specific difficulty 
in comprehending spoken words.  
 
A deficit in auditory perception is unlikely given his perfect performance in the 
phonemic discrimination test during the patient screening phase of this study. His sound 
conceptual knowledge shown by his near perfect performance in the semantic knowledge 
tasks negates a global deficit in conceptual knowledge. Finally, his ability to follow the 









































sentence completion task suggests that he has no difficulty comprehending spoken words. In 
fact, his score in the sentence completion task was comparable to that of AJ who did not have 
a problem understanding spoken words.  
 
Having ruled out auditory and semantic reasons, RMS' poor performance in the 
matching task may be explained by a possible visual object processing impairment. This 
impairment can further complicate the picture stimuli in picture-based tasks (Raymer & 
Rothi, 2002). RMS was determined to be free from visual perception difficulties based on his 
perfect score in the visual perception test administered at the screening phase. However, 
some subtle visual object processing impairment might have escaped detection in the test 
given the small number of test items. This impairment, together with the presence of 
distracter pictures in the matching task and additional factors such as imageability and 
grammatical class, may have impaired his word-picture matching ability.  
 
Comment: AJ And RMS’ Performance Thus Far 
 
 
The patients' performance in the picture naming, sentence completion, auditory word-
picture matching and their corresponding follow-up tasks seem to suggest an intact semantic 
system. However, the fact that they performed two standard deviations below the mean for 
the three tasks still remains; their poor performance in naming could be attributed to 
difficulties in the retrieval or assembly of a word's phonological forms. This will be explored 








4.3.1.2  Possible Impairment In The Non-Lexical Repetition Route 




Figure 7. Number of correct responses by patients AJ and RMS and the normative group in the immediate 
repetition task for words (n = 74) and non-words (n = 50). The normative group performed at ceiling in this task. 
 
 
AJ’s and RMS’ performance and that of the normative group in the immediate 
repetition task for words and non-words are shown in Figure 7. AJ was able to repeat 
accurately 73/74 words and 36/50 non-words. His performance was significantly better for 
word compared to non-word repetition (p < .0001). He obtained a near perfect score for 
accurately repeating words which suggests an intact lexical repetition route and spared 
phonological planning. However, he obtained a score which was more than two standard 
deviations below the normative mean for repeating non-words. This impaired performance 
indicates a deficit in his non-lexical repetition route.  
 
 
In contrast, RMS accurately repeated only 60/74 (81% correct) words and 38/50 (76% 
correct) non-words. This difference was non-significant (p = .509). For both types of stimuli, 
he scored more than two standard deviations below the normative mean. This suggests that 
RMS was globally impaired in repetition. 
 
Even though RMS was impaired in repetition, he achieved better results for repetition 
















































picture naming and sentence completion tasks respectively, he accurately repeated 60/74 
(81%) words and 38/50 (76%) non-words. This overall better performance in repetition than 
naming suggests that a phonological planning disorder is unlikely the reason for his naming 
impairment (Bachoud-Lévi & Dupoux, 2003).  
 
 
Both AJ and RMS performed poorly in the non-word repetition task. In general, this 
can be attributed to either a deficit in auditory perception or a deficit in the non-lexical 
repetition route. The former was ruled out as their perfect score in the phonemic 
discrimination test administered at the screening phase indicates intact auditory perception. 
Instead, their impaired performance could be due to a deficit in the non-lexical route for 
repeating (via the acoustic-to-phonological conversion process). 
 
 
So far, their patterns of performance suggest that their naming impairment could be 
located either at the non-lexical repetition route or at phonological output lexicon. The next 
section demonstrates that their naming deficit was located at the phonological output lexicon.  
 
4.3.1.3 Impairment At Word Form Retrieval 
 
 
According to the PALPA model (Kay et al., 1992), lexical selection and word form 
retrieval take place in the phonological output lexicon. To distinguish between a deficit in 
lexical selection and a deficit in word form retrieval, an analysis of error patterns produced by 
the two patients was carried out. The results of this analysis, shown below, indicated that the 








4.3.1.3.1 Correct Lexical Selection 
 
 
The selection of the correct lexical entry will provide the number of syllables of a 
word and the ability to provide the correct syllable count of a word is indicative of spared 
lexical selection. AJ and RMS were asked to provide the syllable count of the words they had 
misnamed in the picture naming and sentence completion tasks. In these tasks, AJ and RMS 
had misnamed a total 83/154 words and 80/154 words respectively. AJ was able to provide 
the correct number of syllables in 72/83 occasions (86.7%) and was doubtful on six 
occasions. RMS provided the correct syllable count in 66/80 occasions (82.5%) and was 
hesitant about the syllable count of nine words. Although they did not obtain a perfect score, 
they were accurate in their ability to provide the syllable count of misnamed words. This 
suggests that lexical selection was preserved for AJ and RMS. 
 
 
4.3.1.3.2 Phonological Nature Of Error Jargon 
 
 
An analysis of errors produced by the aphasic patients can provide a clue of the 
location of the naming impairment. For instance, the errors can reflect a response strategy 
used by the aphasic participants when facing a word retrieval difficulty or they could reflect a 
breakdown in semantic processing.  
 
In this study, the error corpora produced by the aphasic participants comprised seven 
types of error. They were incomplete target words which refer to the utterance of single 
syllables, for instance, lu for lukis ‘draw’, neologisms which are non-words, for instance, 
beruh for peluh ‘sweat’, phonemic paraphasias which are non-words (resulting from the 
substitution of one or more phonemes within a word) for example, berlon for belon ‘balloon’, 
semantic paraphasias which are words irrelevant to the context but are semantically linked to 
the target word, for instance pistol ‘pistol’ for bom ‘bomb’, mixed errors which refer to errors 
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which simultaneously met the criteria for semantic and phonemic error, for example, beras 
‘rice’ for berus ‘brush’, verbal errors which are words irrelevant to the context of the 
sentence and also not phonemically similar to nor semantically related to the target word, for 
instance, kucing ‘cat’ for tulang ‘bone’ and non-responses. In this study, non-target responses 
were classified as errors.  
 
Semantic and verbal paraphasias were not considered the same as alternative 
responses to the target words since alternative responses are relevant to the sentence or test 
context. Berndt et al. (2002a) defined reasonable alternative responses as words which were 
produced by 10% or more of the subject pool in a cloze probability data collection exercise. 
While reasonable alternative responses exist for the picture naming and sentence completion 
tasks, none were produced by the aphasic participants.  
 
 The distribution of the errors made by AJ and RMS is given below in Table 13. The 
largest proportion of the patients' error corpora belonged to the phonemic error type. A closer 
look at incomplete utterances, neologisms and mixed errors revealed that they were also 
predominantly phonological in nature, with the exception of 3 and 5 neologisms for AJ and 
RMS respectively. Their semantic errors were primarily same category members, paraphrases 
and associates of the target word. In addition to this, RMS’ semantic errors also contained 
super-ordinate responses of the target word. These data suggest that most of errors produced 
by AJ and RMS were the result of a response strategy to produce an utterance when facing a 



















Table 13. Distribution of AJ’s and RMS’ errors in naming 
 
 Summary. The patients' patterns of performance seem to locate their naming deficit at 
word form retrieval. While their performance was impaired in the picture naming and 
sentence completion tasks, they were able to provide the semantic information and syllable 
count of words they had misnamed. The former indicated a preserved semantic system and 
the latter indicated preserved lexical selection. In addition, their errors in the naming tasks 
were predominantly phonological in nature. These factors indicate that their verb-noun 
naming impairment (which was established at the screening phase) was located at word form 
retrieval.  
 
4.3.2  Task 2: Test The Claim That Grammatical Class And  
  Imageability Effects Are Independent Of Each Other At 
  Word Form Retrieval 
 
As verb-noun discrepancy had been established at word form retrieval, the next task 
was to investigate the factor(s) which contributed to the discrepancy. The effects of 
grammatical class and imageability are known to affect naming success (Berndt et al., 2002a; 
Bird et al., 2000a & 2000b; Howard, Best, Bruce, & Gatehouse, 1995; Lambon Ralph, 
Howard, Nightingale, & Ellis, 1998). In this section, the extent to which these effects 
ERROR TYPE 
RMS AJ 
n % n % 
Phonological 38 47.5 32 38.6 
Semantic 12 15 16 19.3 
Mixed 1 1.25 3 3.6 
Verbal 7 7.5 5 6 
incomplete 9 11.25 14 16.9 
Neologism 7 8.75 8 9.6 
Non responses 6 7.5 5 6 
Total 80 100 83 100 
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influenced the naming ability of the patients was investigated through the reanalysis of their 
patterns of performance. This reanalysis was conducted only for the naming tasks as they 
involved both the semantic system and word form retrieval. The influence of imageability 
and grammatical class effects in these systems could therefore be analysed simultaneously. 
The findings of this reanalysis will be interpreted and discussed in the next chapter. 
 
4.3.2.1 Reanalysis Of Performance Patterns 
4.3.2.1.1 Picture Naming Task 
 The performance of the patients and the normative group in the picture naming task 
can be seen in Figure 8. 
 
 
Figure 8. Number of correct responses by patients AJ and RMS and the normative group in the picture naming 
task for targets very high (n = 20 pairs) and high (n = 20 pairs) in rated imageability. The normative group 
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 Grammatical Class. AJ did not show a significant difference in his ability to correctly 
name very high imageability nouns (13/20) compared to very high imageability verbs 
(10/20), (χ2(1, N = 40) = 0.409, p = .522) as well as his ability to correctly produce high 
imageability nouns (5/20) compared to high imageability verbs (8/20) (χ2(1, N = 40) = 
0.456, p = .500). RMS’ ability to correctly produce very high imageability nouns (14/20) 
compared to very high imageability verbs (13/20) was not statistically different (χ2(1, N = 
40) = 0.114, p = .736). This was also the case (χ2(1, N = 40) = 0.102, p = .749) for his 
ability to correctly name high imageability nouns (9/20) compared to high imageability 
verbs (8/20).  
 
Imageability. AJ correctly named significantly more very high imageability nouns 
(13/20) compared to high imageability nouns (5/20) (χ2(1, N = 40) = 4.949, p = .026). 
However, the difference between his ability to correctly produce very high imageability verbs 
(10/20) and high imageability verbs (8/20) was not significant (χ2(1, N = 40) = 0.101,            
p = .751). RMS demonstrated no significant difference in correctly naming very high 
imageability nouns (14/20) compared to high imageability nouns (9/20) (χ2(1, N = 40) = 
1.637, p = .201). There was also no significant difference in RMS’ correct production of very 
high imageability verbs (13/20) compared to high imageability verbs (8/20) (χ2(1, N = 40) = 















4.3.2.1.2  Sentence Completion 
 
The performance of the patients and the normative group in the sentence completion 
task is presented in Figure 9. 
 
 
Figure 9. Number of correct responses by patients AJ and RMS and the normative group in the sentence 
completion task for targets high (n = 25 pairs) and low (n = 12 pairs) in rated imageability. 
 
Grammatical Class. There was no significant difference in AJ’s correct production of 
high imageability nouns (16/25) compared to high imageability verbs (12/25) (χ2(1, N = 50) 
= 0.731, p = .393). The difference between his correct production of low imageability nouns 
(3/12) and low imageability verbs (4/12) also did not reach significance (χ2(1, N = 24) = 
0.202, p = .653). RMS' ability to correctly produce high imageability nouns (13/25) compared 
to high imageability verbs (11/25) was non-significant (χ2(1, N = 50) = 0.080, p = .777). The 
difference in his correct production of low imageability nouns (3/12) compared to low 
imageability verbs (3/12) also did not reach significance (χ2(1, N = 24) = 0.00, p = 1.00).  
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Imageability. AJ demonstrated a significant difference in correctly naming high 
imageability nouns (16/25) compared to low imageability nouns (3/12) (χ2(1, N = 37) = 
3.499, p = .061). The difference in his correct production of high imageability verbs (12/25) 
compared to low imageability verbs (4/12) was non-significant (χ2(1, N = 37) = 0.239,           
p = .625). RMS also demonstrated no significant difference in correctly producing high 
imageability nouns (13/25) compared to low imageability ones (3/12) (χ2(1, N = 37) = 1.434,           
p = .231), as well as for correctly producing high imageability verbs (11/25) compared to low 
imageability verbs (3/12) (χ2(1, N = 37) = 0.568, p = .451). 
 
4.3.2.2 Findings Of Reanalysis 
4.3.2.2.1 Evidence Which Shows That Grammatical Class Effects Disappeared In Tasks 
  Matched For Imageability 
 
 A reanalysis of the results showed that for both AJ and RMS, the difference in their 
ability to correctly name nouns and verbs were statistically non-significant in all imageability 
conditions across the two tasks. 
 
Overall, AJ demonstrated no significant difference in correctly producing nouns 
(18/40) compared to verbs (18/40) (χ2(1, N = 80) = 0.00, p = 1.00) in the picture naming task. 
The difference in RMS' correct production of nouns (23/40) compared to verbs (21/40) was 
in this task was also non-significant (χ2(1, N = 80) = 0.051, p = .822). Regression analysis 
also showed that grammatical class was not a significant in the patients' naming ability as its 




In the sentence completion task, AJ showed no significant difference in correctly 
producing nouns (19/37) compared to verbs (16/37) (χ2(1, N = 74) = 0.217, p = .642). RMS 
also did not demonstrate a significant difference in correctly producing nouns (16/37) 
compared to verbs (14/37) (χ2(1, N = 74) = 0.056, p = .813). Grammatical class was also 
shown to not significantly contribute to the patients' naming ability by regression analysis 
given its significance level of  .591 for RMS and .417 for AJ. 
 
This reanalysis has shown that the patients' verb-noun discrepancy established during 
patient screening disappeared in tasks matched for imageability. In other words, the patients' 
naming ability to name nouns and verbs matched for imageability were not influenced by the 
category of the word's grammatical class. This suggests that grammatical class effects can be 
reduced to differences in imageability and that the effects of imageability and grammatical 
class do not operate independently of each other at word form retrieval. 
 
4.3.2.2.2 Evidence Which Shows That Imageability Was A Predictor Of Naming Success 
  At Word Form Retrieval 
 
 In contrast to the finding that grammatical class was not a significant contributor to 
the patients' naming ability, there was much evidence to support that imageability 
significantly contributed to the patients' naming success.  
 
The reanalysis thus far seems to suggest that imageability contributed significantly 
only to AJ's naming ability to correctly name nouns rated relatively higher in imageability 
compared to nouns rated relatively lower in imageability in both tasks. However, further 
analysis shows that imageability was a significant factor in the patients' naming ability for 
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nouns and verbs rated relatively higher in imageability compared to those rated lower in 
imageability for both patients under most imageability conditions. This finding was also 
supported by findings from regression analyses. 
 
In the picture naming task, AJ was significantly better at correctly producing very 
high imageability words (23/40) compared to high imageability ones (13/40) (χ2(1, N = 80) = 
4.091, p = .043). RMS was able to correctly name very high imageability words (27/40)  
significantly better than high imageability words (17/40) (χ2(1, N = 80) = 5.889,  p = .015). 
Regression analyses showed that the significance level of imageability was .001 in the case of 
AJ and .007 in the case of RMS. 
 
In the sentence completion task, AJ was not quite significant better at correctly 
producing high imageability words (28/50) compared to low imageability ones (7/24) (χ2(1, 
N = 74) = 3.670,  p = .055). The difference in RMS' correct production of high imageability 
words (24/50) compared to low imageability ones (6/24) was not quite statistically significant 
(χ2(1, N = 74) = 2.669,  p = .102).  However, regression analysis showed that imageability 
played a significant role in the patients' naming ability. Its significance level was .001 in the 
case of AJ and .017 in the case of RMS. 
 
 
 Summary. In this section, a reanalysis of the patients' performance in the naming tasks 
was done to observe the nature of grammatical class and imageability effects on the patients' 
naming ability. Evidence showed that grammatical class effects disappeared in stimuli 
matched for imageability which suggests that grammatical class and imageability effects do 
not operate independently of each other at word form retrieval. Imageability was also found 
to be a predictor of naming success for nouns and verbs in both tasks for both patients. These 











This thesis sought to address three questions regarding spoken word production:  
 
a.  Is word form retrieval influenced by both grammatical class and imageability 
effects? 
b.  If so, do these effects operate independently of each other? 
c.  What are the implications of the influence of grammatical class and  
  imageability effects on word form retrieval on current models of spoken  
word production? 
 
Two Malay aphasic patients with a pre-determined verb-noun discrepancy 
participated in four experimental tasks. An analysis of their results showed that their naming 
impairment was located at word form retrieval. In this chapter, the participants' performance 
will be further analysed to investigate the influence of grammatical class and imageability 
effects on their naming success, the implications of which on three current models of spoken 
word production (Foygel and Dell, 2000; Levelt et al., 1999; Caramazza, 1997) will be 








5.1  Is Word Form Retrieval Influenced By Grammatical 
 Class And Imageability? 
 
One of the aims of this study was to investigate the claim that syntactic and semantic 
variables play a role at word form retrieval. Only one study (Bachoud-Levi & Dupoux, 2003) 
has found the influence of grammatical class (a syntactic variable) and concreteness (a 
semantic variable) effects at that stage of word production.  
 
 In this study, imageability was found to be a predictor of the patients’ naming ability. 
In the picture naming and sentence completion tasks, AJ and RMS were significantly better at 
correctly producing higher imageability words compared to lower imageability ones. This 
pattern of performance is consistent with the prediction that higher imageability words are 
retrieved more easily than lower imageability ones. 
 
A grammatical class effect refers to the partiality of retrieving words from a certain 
grammatical class (Berndt et al., 2002a). While the patients demonstrated a small advantage 
for nouns in the sentence completion task, this difference in their correct production of nouns 
compared to verbs was non-significant. Overall, there was no strong evidence to suggest that 
the patients' naming ability was influenced by grammatical class. Perhaps further testing may 
make this difference significant but at present, the results show a lack of evidence for 







5.2  Are The Effects Of Grammatical Class And    
 Imageability Independent Of Each Other? 
5.2.1  No Strong Evidence Of The Independence Of The Two  
  Effects 
 
 
The effects of grammatical class and imageability are said to be independent of each 
other if they are found to simultaneously influence the naming performance of the aphasic 
participants; the verb-noun difference in the low imageability condition reflects a 
proportional decrease in an existing verb-noun difference in the high imageability condition. 
This shows that grammatical class differences can prevail even while the influence of 
imageability is in effect. 
 
The grammatical class effect in both patients was weak and non-significant, evident 
from the small difference in their ability to produce correct nouns compared to verbs in the 
sentence completion task. A similar pattern was observed in RMS' performance in the picture 
naming task. The patients' verb-noun discrepancy established at the screening phase did not 
persist when noun and verb stimuli were matched for imageability. In short, grammatical 
class and imageability do not operate independently at word form retrieval. 
 
 
5.2.2  Some Evidence For The Reducibility Of Grammatical  
  Class Effects To Imageability Effects 
 
 
 AJ demonstrated a verb-noun discrepancy in a picture naming task not controlled for 
imageability, administered in the screening phase of this study. In this task, he was 
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significantly better at correctly producing nouns compared to verbs. However, in a separate 
picture naming task controlled for imageability which was administered as an experimental 
task, he correctly produced the same number of nouns (18/40) and verbs (18/40). This shows 
that AJ’s verb-noun discrepancy disappeared when imageability was controlled, that is, he 
retrieved nouns and verbs with equal ease. His performance seems to support the view that 
verb-noun differences in aphasia can be reduced to imageability differences between nouns 
and verbs (Matzig et al., 2008; Bird et al., 2000a).  
 
 He also demonstrated a small, non-significant advantage for nouns in the sentence 
completion task. This difference in performance may be due to the different demands 
imposed by the picture naming and sentence completion tasks. The influence of the type of 
elicitation task on production has been acknowledged by the literature which has advised 
against comparing patient results across different elicitation tasks (for review, see Berndt et 
al., 2002b).  
 
While this may seem like a plausible explanation, the crucial difference between the 
two tasks may not be the different cognitive demands imposed by the tasks but the different 
range of imageability ratings of the words used as stimuli in the two tasks. In this study, the 
sentence completion task used high and low imageability words as stimuli whereas the 
picture naming task used very high and high imageability words as stimuli. This difference in 
imageability range may have caused the difference in performance patterns in the two tasks. 
 
 However, the difference in performance for high versus very high imageability words 
in the picture naming task was shown to mirror the difference observed in performance for 
low versus high imageability words in the sentence completion task (see Section 5.3.1 below). 
Therefore, the different range of imageability ratings used in the two tasks cannot explain the 
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difference in AJ's performance. A larger set of stimuli, which was not available at the time of 
testing, could have revealed other factors which influenced AJ's performance patterns.  
 
5.3  Other Insights On The Nature of Verb-Noun Processing 
5.3.1  Usefulness Of  Differentiating Very High And High  
  Imageability Words 
 
A suggestion was made in Chapter 3 to compare the naming patterns for very high 
versus high imageability words and for high versus low imageability words to investigate the 
usefulness of using very high and high imageability categories of words to study imageability 
effects in picture naming tasks. The current practice is to use high and low imageability 
words for this purpose even though this method may limit the number of test items since it is 
difficult to unambiguously depict a low imageability word in picture form (Luzzatti et al., 
2006). A scale which runs from high to very high imageability and one which runs from low 
to high imageability reflects relatively the same scale of imageability; one end of the scale 
reflects ratings which are relatively higher in imageability whereas the other end reflects 
ratings which are relatively lower in imageability. In both cases, the imageability effect 
predicts that words rated higher on the imageability scale are retrieved more easily than those 
rated lower on the scale. 
 
The patients' pattern of performance was consistent with this prediction. The 
difference in their performance for very high versus high imageability words in the picture 
naming task mirrored the difference in their performance for high versus low imageability 
words in the sentence completion task. This pattern of performance seems to verify the use of 
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high and very high imageability categories of stimuli in picture-based tasks to study the effect 
of imageability.   
 
 
5.3.2  Extent Of The Usefulness Of The Sensory-Functional  
  Explanation Of Verb-Noun Discrepancy 
 
 According to Bird et al. (2000a), the semantic representation of words consists of 
sensory and functional features. Sensory features refer to information derived from the five 
senses while functional features refer to encyclopaedic information of a word. A word 
represented by a greater the total number of sensory features has higher imageability (Bird et 
al., 2000a). Concrete nouns are considered to be represented by a greater weighting of 
sensory features than abstract nouns and verbs. Therefore, they are rated higher in 
imageability compared to abstract nouns and verbs and are consequently easier to retrieve 
than abstract nouns and verbs.  
 
 In line with this view, Bird et al. (2000a) also argue that true verb deficits reported in 
previous verb-noun discrepancy studies do not exist. The greater difficulty to retrieve verbs 
compared to nouns does not reflect a grammatical class effect, which refers to the partiality to 
retrieve one word class over another. Instead, it reflects the lower imageability of the verbs 
compared to the nouns used as test stimuli. Patients with an advantage for verbs are said to 
have the sensory features of their semantic representation more impaired than the functional 
ones. Evidence of this stems from the correlation between relatively better performance in 
verb retrieval and the lack of the retrieval of sensory, as opposed to functional, feature 




 AJ had demonstrated a small verb advantage in the lower imageability conditions in 
the picture naming and sentence completion tasks. However, he did not demonstrate the 
corresponding lack of ability to produce sensory feature descriptions as predicted by Bird et 
al. (2000a). In this study, the patients had to provide semantic information of the words they 
had misnamed in the picture naming task. AJ provided information which belonged mostly to 
the category of sensory features, in contrast to RMS who had given both sensory and 
functional feature descriptions. This correlation between AJ’s (small) verb advantage in the 
two tasks and his relatively intact sensory feature retrieval ability contradicts the prediction 
made by the sensory-functional explanation of verb-noun discrepancy.  
 
 It also questions the usefulness of the notion of the semantic richness of a word's 
semantic representation (Bird et al., 2000a). Semantic richness reflects the total number of 
sensory features of a word's semantic representation. The higher the semantic richness of a 
word, the higher its imageability. According to this view, a word with a greater weighting for 
sensory features will have high imageability. This property makes it easier to retrieve this 
word compared to one which is represented by fewer sensory features. Verbs are represented 
by fewer sensory features compared to nouns (Bird et al., 2000a). AJ's (small) advantage for 
words represented by fewer sensory features in the context of  a preserved ability to retrieve 
sensory feature information demonstrates that the concept of imageability need not be defined 
mainly in terms of semantic richness or total number of semantic features of a word's 
semantic representation.  
 
 The reanalysis of the performance of the two aphasic participants suggests that 
imageability was a strong predictor of naming success. In contrast, there was only a small, 
non-significant effect of grammatical class on aphasic naming. The next section will discuss 
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the implications of a strong imageability effect at word form retrieval on three models of 
spoken word production (Foygel & Dell, 2000; Levelt et al., 1999; Caramazza, 1997). 
 
5.4  What Are The Implications Of The Influence Of 
 Imageability Effects At Word Form Retrieval On Current 
 Models Of Spoken Word Production? 
 
One other known study to report a semantic (and syntactic) effect at word form 
retrieval was conducted by Bachoud-Lévi and Dupoux (2003). They reported a patient, DPI, 
who had a naming impairment located at word form retrieval which adversely affected the 
retrieval of concrete nouns more than verbs and abstract nouns. His performance patterns 
demonstrated the independent effects of grammatical class and concreteness at word form 
retrieval. He was better at correctly producing verbs compared to nouns (a grammatical class 
effect) and abstract nouns compared to concrete nouns (a reverse concreteness effect). 
Concreteness was not controlled for verb stimuli so no datum was available regarding the 
concreteness effect on verbs.  
 
Current frameworks of spoken word production were built on the assumption that 
word form retrieval is only concerned about information related to the phonological shape of 
words such as word frequency, word length, stress pattern and syllabic structure (Jescheniak 
& Levelt, 1994; Levelt, 1999). Evidence that grammatical class and concreteness operate 
independently at word form retrieval holds two important implications for a framework of 




Firstly, the framework has to incorporate syntactic and semantic segregation at lower 
levels of spoken word production, namely at lexical selection and word form retrieval. If this 
modification were to be incorporated into the model, one would expect to see category-
specific dissociations associated with patients with semantic impairment in patients with 
impairment at word form retrieval (Bachoud-Lévi & Dupoux, 2003). The framework also has 
to allow for complex interaction to take place between processing levels. For instance, each 
linguistic level can be organised in a way which could be discriminated along distinct 
pathways from the semantic level right down to the phonological output level (Bachoud-Lévi 
& Dupoux, 2003).  
 
 
This dissertation has reported the performance patterns of two Malay aphasic speakers, 
AJ and RMS. Their performance in four experimental tasks located their naming deficit at 
word form retrieval. Firstly, even though their performance in the picture naming task was 
impaired, they were able to provide the semantic information and syllable count of words 
they had misnamed. The former indicated an intact semantic system and the latter 
demonstrated preserved lexical selection. Phonological errors dominated their error corpora 
which suggested impairment at the phonological level. As their semantic system and lexical 
selection had been determined as intact, the source of their impairment was identified at word 
form retrieval. There are two steps in word form retrieval: morphological encoding and 
phonological encoding. In this study, however, the experimental tasks used were not designed 
to differentiate impairment in these two steps. 
 
Nonetheless, models of spoken word production must account for a strong 
imageability effect at word form retrieval and the reducibility of grammatical class effect to 
differences in imageability. The following section will discuss the ways in which three 
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current models of spoken word production (Foygel & Dell, 2000; Levelt et al., 1999; 
Caramazza, 1997) can account for the results of this study.  
 
 
5.4.1  Implications For Levelt et al.’s (1999) Model  
 
 Background. In Levelt et al.’s (1999) model, lexical selection corresponds to the 
lemma retrieval of the concept to be named. This lemma corresponds to a word's grammatical 
representation, which carries the syntactic features of a word. Lemmas function like a key to 
retrieving the word form. This retrieval occurs in two distinct steps in the morpho-
phonological stage. Firstly, the selected lemma is mapped onto its morphological 
representation, which corresponds to a level called the lexeme level. Then, the phonological 
representation of the word form is recovered.  
 
 
Implications. Imageability was found to affect the naming performance of the aphasic 
patients. One possible explanation was that the morphological, or the lexeme, level may be 
organised according to imageability in a way which interacts with the phonological process 
(Bachoud-Levi & Dupoux, 2003). Before this idea is explored, it may be useful to examine a 
linguistic explanation for the lexeme level to be organised along the lines of an interaction 
between grammatical and phonological variables. In English, for example, the indefinite 
determiner, a, is uttered as /ə/ or /ən/ depending on the nature of the phoneme which begins 
the following word. In addition to this, English nouns and verbs which are spelt the same way 
have different distributions of stress patterns. One can postulate that, in English, the 
morphological or lexeme level is functionally organized in terms of syntactic categories 
which interact with phonological processes. Impairment at this level can result in 
phonological errors which are influenced by syntactic variables such as grammatical class 
(Bachoud-Levi & Dupoux, 2003).  
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 However, in the case of Malay nouns and verbs, it is unclear as to which phonological 
rule would provide justification for nouns and verbs within word form retrieval to be 
segregated in a similar way. This uncertainty applies even more so to a case where the 
lexeme level is organised based on imageability categories which interact with phonological 
processes. This is because, unlike grammatical class which is a linguistically defined concept, 
imageability is a concept which is based on a person’s intuitions. 
 
 In conclusion, it is difficult to motivate a high versus low imageability distinction at 
the morphological, or lexeme, level based on linguistic grounds. This lack of linguistic or 
processing motivation suggests that Levelt et al.’s (1999) model cannot account for the 
possibility that word form retrieval is organised according to imageability. 
 
5.4.2  Implications For Foygel And Dell’s (2000) Model 
 
 Background. In Foygel and Dell’s (2000) model, several lexical items can be 
activated simultaneously to various degrees and that partial activation of these lexical items 
can cascade up and down to other levels. Given the connectionist architecture of this model, 
it is more challenging to establish the relationship between the type of aphasic impairment 
and the source of the naming deficit in this model compared to a discrete model such as the 
one proposed by Levelt et al. (1999).  
 
 In an earlier study, Dell et al. (1997) showed that the relationship between the type of 
impairment and the locus of impairment could be established by manipulating parameters 
such as decay rate or connection strength. This allowed the simulation of an impaired 
condition which would produce specific types of errors. For example, they found that 
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simulating a global deficit produced a wide variety of error patterns which ranged from 
phonological paraphasias to semantic paraphasias.  
 
 While Foygel and Dell (2000) acknowledged that global deficits are useful to account 
for a substantial range of aphasia types, they argued that global deficits could not account for 
more extreme cases of dissociation such as patients with pure phonological or pure semantic 
errors. They claimed that such cases are better represented by more local deficits such as 
lesions of the lexical-to-phonological or the semantic-to-lexical links.  
 
Implications. The patterns of performance displayed by AJ and RMS seem to suggest 
their impairment could have been the result of local deficits. Therefore, there are two possible 
ways to account for the effect of imageability using Foygel and Dell’s (2000) model. The first 
possibility requires the model to incorporate complex interaction between different 
processing levels. In this case, the model needs to postulate the interaction between sub-
clinical deficits with more observable deficits (Bachoud-Levi & Dupoux, 2003). The two 
patients were able to provide the semantic information of the words they had misnamed. 
However, it was possible that they each had a very small semantic impairment in addition to 
their phonological impairment. This condition was seen in DPI, the patient reported in the 
Bachoud-Levi and Dupoux (2003) study. He had a small semantic deficit which affected 
concrete nouns but spared verbs and abstract nouns, on top of his impairment which was 
largely phonological. A similar condition in RMS and in AJ could have led to the 




 AJ's and RMS' sub-clinical deficits would have to be small enough not to surface as 
observable impairments in semantic tasks but large enough to contribute to the high rate of 
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phonological errors. Such a condition can be accounted for by a connectionist model such as 
the one proposed by Foygel and Dell (2000). In theory, the non-linear mechanisms which run 
through the connectionist architecture can generate super-additive effects. These super-
additive effects can allow a sub-clinical impairment to manifest itself as a visible impairment 
at another level of processing.  
 
However, a network simulation which can numerically produce such an outcome has 
yet to be established (Bachoud-Levi & Dupoux, 2003). In addition, while this account is 
theoretically possible, it is bound to the hypothesis that DPI, AJ and RMS, did indeed have 
sub-clinical semantic deficits. This could have been determined using tasks which employ 
more precise measures such as reaction time tasks. Unfortunately, these tasks were not 
carried out in the present nor in the Bachoud-Levi and Dupoux (2003) study. 
 
 Secondly, Foygel and Dell’s (2000) model can account for the patterns of 
performance if it stipulates that the lexical level is organised along semantic (and syntactic, as 
in DPI's case) dimensions in a topographical manner. A geographically local lesion to the 
lexical-to-phonological links could result in the impairment patterns shown by AJ, DPI and 
RMS.  
 
 Caramazza’s (1997) model offers a similar account of the influence of imageability at 
word form retrieval. This next section will discuss this explanation in more detail. 
 
5.4.3 Implications For Caramazza’s (1997) Model 
 
 
 Background. Caramazza’s (1997) model, like the one proposed by Foygel and Dell 
(2000), is based on connectionist architecture. Unlike that model, it is one which allows for 
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linguistic processes (the spread of activation within the links) and representations (the nodes) 
to be distinguished from one another. In this model, the process of lexical selection begins 
with the activation of features in the lexical-semantic network, which in turn activates the 
units in the lexeme network. Lexical selection selects lexemes, not lemmas which are 
completely absent in this model. Lexemes are used to retrieve syntactic information from the 
syntactic nodes through syntactic retrieval and phonological information through word form 
retrieval. The lexeme level, therefore, functions as a kind of hub where the conceptual, 
phonological and syntactic systems interconnect.  
 
This interconnectedness of the lexeme level suggests that it is functionally organised 
to reflect the variables which are relevant to these three systems. Specifically, grammatical 
class is relevant to the syntactic system, imageability is relevant to the conceptual system and 
frequency is relevant to the phonological system. In short, the lexeme level may be organised 
according to these variables or even a correlate of these variables (Bachoud-Levi & Dupoux, 
2003).  
 
Implications. In this model, AJ and RMS' performance patterns may be explained by a 
local lesion to the phonological output pathway towards the phonological planning system. 
Such a lesion could affect certain semantically (or syntactically) organised areas of the 
lexicon and spare others (Bachoud-Levi & Dupoux, 2003). Although more studies have to be 
conducted to test this hypothesis, it does predict an interesting possibility; one should be able 
to observe category-specific dissociations (such as animals, artefacts and vegetables) 
associated with patients with semantic impairment in those with impairment at word form 
retrieval (Bachoud-Levi & Dupoux, 2003). Whether or not such patterns of performance can 




This section has described the implications of the influence of imageability at word 
form retrieval for three models of spoken word production. In brief, the models have to 
incorporate complex interaction between processing levels which allow the organisation of 
each linguistic level to be discriminated along distinct pathways from the semantic level right 
down to the phonological output level. The models also have to incorporate semantic 
segregation at lower levels of spoken word production such as at lexical selection and word 
form retrieval. Foygel and Dell’s (2000) and Caramazza’s (1997) models seem better 
equipped to account for the imageability effects at word form retrieval compared to Levelt's 
(1999) model. Unfortunately, response time data which would distinguish these connectionist 

























The claim that syntactic and semantic variables operate at word form retrieval 
(Bachoud-Levi & Dupoux, 2003) is novel because it expands our understanding of word form 
retrieval, which has been thought to be concerned only with the phonological information of 
words. More importantly, it triggers a series of questions regarding our current understanding 
of spoken word production: 
 
a. Is word form retrieval influenced by grammatical class (a syntactic variable) 
and imageability (a semantic variable) effects? 
b.  If so, do these effects operate independently of each other? 
c.  What are the implications of the influence of grammatical class and  
  imageability effects on word form retrieval on current models of spoken  
word production? 
 
To address these questions, verb-noun naming was assessed in two Malay aphasic 
patients across a range of cross-modality tasks controlled for grammatical class and 
imageability. Once it was determined that their impairment was located at word form 
retrieval, a reanalysis of the observed patterns of performance was done to investigate the 






6.1 Findings Of The Study 
 
6.1.1  Verb-Noun Naming Impairment Can Occur At Word Form 
  Retrieval 
 
Verb-noun naming impairment has typically been determined to be located at the 
semantic system (Rossell and Batty, 2008; Bi et al., 2007) or at lexical selection (Gebhart et 
al., 2002; Hillis et al., 1995; Silveri et al., 1997) in previous aphasia studies. In this study, the 
patients’ pattern of performance located their naming deficit at word form retrieval, in the 
context of preserved semantic knowledge and lexical selection. Only one other study has 
reported such impairment at word form retrieval (Bachoud-Levi & Dupoux, 2003). The next 
few sections describe this finding in relation to the effects of imageability and grammatical 
class. 
 
6.1.2  No Strong Evidence Of The Independence Of   
  Grammatical Class And Imageability Effects 
 
Imageability and grammatical class effects are said to operate independently of each 
other if they are found to exert their influence simultaneously. Independent grammatical class 
and imageability effects have been previously reported at the semantic level (Berndt et al., 
2002a; Kremin, 1990; Daniele et al., 1994; McCarthy & Warrington, 1985) and at word form 
retrieval (Bachoud-Levi and Dupoux, 2003). In the present study, independent effects were 
not found. The two patients demonstrated an imageability effect in the sentence completion 
and picture naming tasks where they were significantly better at correctly producing higher 
imageability words compared to lower imageability ones. In contrast, they showed a small, 
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non-significant grammatical class effect. Therefore, in this study, independent syntactic 
(grammatical class) and semantic (imageability) effects were not found at word form 
retrieval.  
 
6.1.3  Imageability Was A Strong Predictor Of Naming Success 
 
 Word imageability was a strong determiner of word retrieval success in both the 
picture naming and sentence completion tasks. RMS and AJ were statistically better in their 
correct production of very high imageability words compared to high imageability words in 
the picture naming task and high imageability words compared to low imageability words in 
the sentence completion task. These patterns are consistent with evidence in the literature that 
imageability is a strong predictor of naming success (see Mätzig et al., 2008 & Bird et al., 
2001, for similar point). In addition, imageability effect predicted naming success more 
accurately than grammatical class effect; the patients’ verb-noun discrepancy established in 
the screening phase disappeared in the testing phase, even though the stimuli used in the 




6.1.4  Connectionist Models Can Account For Imageability  
  Effects At  Word Form Retrieval 
 
Levelt et al.'s (1999) model could not account for imageability effects at word 
retrieval unlike Foygel and Dell’s (2000) and Caramazza’s (1997) models which are based on 
connectionist architecture. In order to do so, these two models have to incorporate complex 
interaction between processing levels which allows the organisation of each linguistic level to 
be discriminated along distinct pathways from the semantic level right down to the 
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phonological output level. The models also have to incorporate semantic segregation at lower 
levels of spoken word production such as at lexical selection and word form retrieval. 
 
 
Apart from these four main findings, several interesting observations were made in 




6.2 Suggestions For Future Research 
 
6.2.1  Establish Range Of High And Very High Imageability 
 Ratings  
 
It is difficult to unambiguously depict low imageability words in picture form, so they 
are difficult to match, if at all, in picture-based tasks (Luzzatti et al., 2006). Therefore, very 
high and high imageability categories were used in the picture naming and auditory word-
picture matching tasks. This method departs from the current practice of using high and low 
imageability words to investigate imageability effects using picture naming tasks.  
 
The usefulness of this dichotomy was shown in the patients’ pattern of performance; 
the difference in their performance for very high versus high imageability words in the 
picture naming task mirrored the difference in their performance for high versus low 
imageability words in the sentence completion task. This finding suggests that in picture 
tasks, high imageability can be used as the lower imageability condition and very high 
imageability can be regarded as the higher imageability condition. Further investigation could 
be carried out to determine if the patients’ patterns of performance can be replicated in other 
studies. However, ratings which define high and very high imageability have not been firmly 
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established. Standard high and very high imageability ratings should be established so that 
results across imageability studies can be effectively analysed. 
 
6.2.2  Investigate The Reliability Of Imageability Ratings 
 
 
The current method of collecting imageability ratings has been criticized for using 
instructions which do not account for the inherent differences between nouns and verbs (for 
discussion, see Section 2.2 above). Raters are typically given the same instructions to rate the 
imageability of nouns and verbs even though cognitively different processes may be required 
to rate nouns and verbs for imageability. Specifically, these instructions tend to direct the 
raters’ attention to sensory features of a word’s representation but neglect action-related 
features (Mätzig et al., 2008). As a consequence, the reliability of imageability ratings, 
especially those of verbs, have been questioned (Mätzig et al., 2008; Bogka et al., 2003). The 
reliability of comparing noun and verb imageability ratings has also been questioned since 
different criteria are seemingly employed in the imaging of nouns and verbs as a result of 
their inherent differences.  
 
The question of whether or not current instructions used for rating imageability do 
indeed have a priming effect for sensory features needs to be investigated. If it were true, a 
new set of instructions may need to be crafted for future imageability rating studies to 
increase the confidence of comparing the imageability ratings of nouns and verbs. In the 
present study, attention was drawn to the difference in meaning between nouns and verbs so 




6.2.3  Investigate The Usefulness of Categorising Emotion  
  Words As Separate From Abstract Words  
 
Altarriba et al. (1999) investigated concreteness effects on concrete, abstract and 
emotion words. Emotion words refer to words which have pleasant/unpleasantness and 
arousal components and have an affective meaning (Shaver, Schwartz, Kirson, & O'Connor, 
1987). They are typically categorised as abstract words, even though no explanation has been 
given for this classification. In this current study, the low imageability word hope is 
considered an emotion word by Altarriba et al. (1999). 
 
In Altarriba et al. (1999), 78 participants rated concrete, abstract and emotion words 
on concreteness, imageability and context availability scales. They found that the three word 
types possessed significantly different degrees of imageability, concreteness and context 
availability. For instance, on the concreteness scale, the highest ratings were given to 
concrete words, followed by abstract words and then by emotion words. On the imageability 
scale, concrete words received the highest ratings, followed by emotion words and then by 
abstract words. In short, abstract and concrete words were rated differently from emotion 
words on these two scales. This suggests that emotion words may be processed and 
represented in memory differently compared to abstract and concrete words, and therefore 
should constitute a category separate from abstract words.  
 
Categorising emotion words as abstract words may have confounded the ratings of 
abstract words; they may have raised and decreased the ratings of abstract words on 
imageability and concreteness scales respectively. Further exploration of the differences 
between emotion and abstract words should be conducted to ascertain the usefulness of 





In summary, the four main conclusions of this study are as follows: 
 
 
a. Verb-noun naming impairment can occur at word form retrieval. 
b. No strong evidence was found of the independence of the grammatical class 
and imageability effects at word form retrieval.  
c. Imageability was a strong predictor of naming success.  
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 1.        How long have you been living in Singapore?          __________ 
 
 2. Are you right/left handed?    __________ 
 
 3. Do you speak Malay?     __________ 
 
 4. Do you speak English?    __________ 
 






6. Before your illness, was your Malay speaking: 
 
Not good  Good   Very fluent 
 
7. Before your illness, was your English speaking: 
 
Not good  Good   Very fluent 
 
8. Before your illness, was your ……….. speaking: 
 
Not good  Good   Very fluent 
 
 9.  How old were you when you learn to speak Malay?     __________ 
 
10.  How old were you when you learn to speak English?   __________ 
 
11. How old were you when you learn to speak ……….?   __________ 
 











13. Before your illness, did you speak Malay at home?  Yes/No 
 
14. Before you illness, did you speak English at home?  Yes/No 
 
15. Before your illness, did you speak ……... at home?  Yes/No 
 
16.  Before your illness, did you speak Malay at work?  Yes/No 
 
17. Before you illness, did you speak English at work?  Yes/No 
 
18. Before your illness, did you speak ……... at work?  Yes/No 
 
19. Before your illness, did you speak Malay with friends? Yes/No 
 
20. Before you illness, did you speak English with friends? Yes/No 
 
21. Before your illness, did you speak ……....with friends? Yes/No 
 
22. In your daily life before your illness, did you speak Malay: 
 
 everyday every week every month every year less than once a year 
 
23. In your daily life before your illness, did you speak English: 
 
 everyday every week every month every year less than once a year 
 
24. In your daily life before your illness, did you speak ………: 
 
































Which hand do you normally use for?     Score: 
 
1. Writing a message?     R / L / Either _____ 
 Would you ever use your other hand?  N / Y 
 
2. Drawing a picture?     R / L / Either _____ 
 Would you ever use your other hand?  N / Y 
 
3. Using a toothbrush?     R / L / Either _____ 
 Would you ever use your other hand?  N / Y 
 
4. Throwing a ball?     R / L / Either _____ 
 Would you ever use your other hand?  N / Y 
 
5. Using a pair of scissors?    R / L / Either _____ 
 Would you ever use your other hand?  N / Y 
 
Scoring: L, N = 1 point 
  L, Y = 2 points 
  Either = 3 points 
  R, N = 4 points 
  R, Y = 5 points 
 
Sum of scores  =  
   = - 15 
   = ÷10 
   = 
 
Handedness Score = 
(-1.00 is extreme L-handed, +1.00 is extrmem R-handed) 
 
Is anyone in your family left handed?    Yes/ No 
 
Have you ever been forced to use your other hand for writing? Yes/ No 














1. Visual Perception Test (Whurr, 1996) 
 
 This standardized test is designed to evaluate the participants’ visual perceptions of 
colour, shapes and patterns. Each of these three categories contains six test items. These 
items were physical items or picture cards depending on the category to which they belong. 
The participants were shown these test items one at a time and were required to match the 
















2. Phonemic Discrimination Test 
 
 This test was based on a ‘same-different’ discrimination paradigm. Ten pairs of 
syllables of CV syllable structure were selected on the basis that they contained vowels and 
consonants found in the Malay phonemic inventory.  
 
Five syllable pairs featured the same phoneme combination:  
pa  pa 
ga  ga 




The remaining 5 pairs featured minimally different phonemes: 
bi pi 
sa za  




These syllable pairs were randomised and spoken to the participants one pair at a 












VERB-NOUN DISCREPANCY TEST 
 
20 pairs of action and object line drawings from Snodgrass and Vanderwart (1980) 
were used. The names of the actions and objects were matched for frequency, based on 
frequency norms obtained from a Malay word frequency list provided by Dewan Bahasa dan 
Pustaka (2002) (see Appendix 1 for list). 
 
The participants were asked to name objects or actions. The picture card stimuli were 
presented one at a time and were preceded by spoken sentences that contained no clue to the 
identity of the picture, apart from whether an action or an object was to be named. These 
sentences used a question format to elicit the name of the picture: 
 
Apakah nama benda yang ada di dalam gambar ini?  
What name thing that have at inside picture this?   
What is the name of the thing in this picture?    
 
Apakah perkara yang dilakukan di dalam gambar ini? 
What thing that being-done at inside picture this? 















LIST OF WORDS USED IN THE  
PICTURE NAMING TASK  
 
 
VERY HIGH IMAGEABILITY WORDS 
NOUNS VERBS 
Target Variable Target Variable 
English Malay Imageability Frequency English Malay Imageability Frequency 
pig babi 689 0.00058 smile senyum 696 0.0034 
window tingkap 689 0.00291 pray sembahyang 692 0.00879 
cat  kucing 684 0.00291 laugh ketawa 683 0.01654 
flower bunga 680 0.12644 kick tendang 679 0.00256 
shoe kasut 680 0.00707 run lari 679 0.00805 
money duit 678 0.00641 sit duduk 675 0.01171 
grape anggur 676 0.00055 rub gosok 671 0.00707 
dog anjing 676 0.00058 pinch cubit 667 0.00058 
spoon sudu 676 0.00128 comb sikat 665 0.00707 
sheep kambing 672 0.00699 wave lambai 663 0.02122 
basket bakul 668 0.01923 walk jalan 658 0.17682 
chair kerusi 668 0.00354 bite gigit 658 0.00037 
eyes mata 668 0.02874 kiss cium 658 0.00055 
picture gambar 667 0.01043 swim berenang 658 0.01061 
pants seluar 662 0.00354 lick jilat 654 0.00354 
bird burung 660 0.06001 sew jahit 654 0.00018 
balloon belon 659 0.00058 blow tiup 650 0.00018 
pail baldi 656 0.00699 fly terbang 650 0.00757 
fork garpu 656 0.00058 draw lukis 650 0.01107 







HIGH IMAGEABILITY WORDS 
NOUNS VERBS 
Target Variable Target Variable 
English Malay Imageability Frequency English Malay Imageability Frequency 
brain otak 584 0.0035 peel kopek 575 0.00058 
stairs tangga 575 0.00354 march baris 567 0.03088 
beard janggut 572 0.00354 float hanyut 565 0.00058 
duck itik 567 0.00707 build bina 563 0.00183 
bone tulang 565 0.00291 push tolak 563 0.0035 
bridge jembatan 563 0.00183 play main 562 0.00275 
ceiling bumbung 563 0.00354 write tulis 559 0.00233 
brush berus 556 0.00354 dream mimpi 550 0.00531 
nest sarang 550 0.00707 shave cukur 533 0.00058 
drum drum 533 0.07919 pull tarik 529 0.00233 
gate pagar 528 0.00117 climb panjat 517 0.00058 
office pejabat 517 0.00291 drown tenggelam 515 0.00291 
arrow panah 514 0.00175 dance tari 514 0.00117 
palace istana 512 0.00805 bleeding berdarah 512 0.02475 
king raja 506 0.07919 yawn menguap 511 0.00058 
fish ikan 492 0.19803 cigarette rokok 506 0.01061 
imagine bayang 492 0.00707 stopping berhenti 492 0.00175 
mouse tikus 489 0.00018 tie ikat 489 0.00058 
map peta 488 0.01415 crawl rangkak 488 0.01061 
















LIST OF WORDS USED IN  




VERY HIGH IMAGEABILITY WORDS 
NOUNS VERBS 
Target Variable Target Variable 
English Malay Imageability Frequency English Malay Imageability Frequency 
pig babi 689 0.00058 swim berenang 658 0.00018 
flower bunga 680 0.01061 kiss cium 658 0.00055 
sheep kambing 672 0.00128 lick jilat 654 0.00354 
cat kucing 684 0.00238 run lari 679 0.00805 
spoon sudu 676 0.00128 laugh ketawa 683 0.01654 
        
        
        
        
        
 HIGH IMAGEABILITY WORDS 
NOUNS VERBS 
Target Variable Target Variable 
English Malay Imageability Frequency English Malay Imageability Frequency 
fish ikan 492 0.11362 tie ikat 489 0.00058 
brain otak 584 0.0035 peel kopek 575 0.00058 
lightning panah 514 0.00175 dance tari 514 0.00037 
nest sarang 550 0.00018 write tulis 559 0.0022 
















LIST OF WORDS USED FOR THE SENTENCE 
COMPLETION & IMMEDIATE REPETITION TASKS 
 
HIGH IMAGEABILITY WORDS 
NOUNS VERBS 
Target Variable Target Variable 
English Malay Imageability Frequency English Malay Imageability Frequency 
book buku 665 0.05069 bathe mandi 594 0.06719 
hair rambut 600 0.00073 study belajar 582 0.01049 
present hadiah 600 0.00458 eat makan 571 0.0169 
shop kedai 582 0.00439 sleep tidur 565 0.00291 
television televisyen 582 0.00175 drink minum 559 0.00117 
floor lantai 553 0.00018 write tulis 559 0.00233 
wife isteri 553 0.01049 wear pakai 547 0.00175 
month bulan 547 0.13576 pay bayar 535 0.01061 
bomb bom 547 0.00476 hide  sembunyi 535 0.01061 
instruction arahan 547 0.02156 fight gaduh 533 0.00018 
sky langit 529 0.00421 speak cakap 533 0.00018 
sea laut 529 0.01923 cook masak 518 0.00201 
kitchen dapur 518 0.00018 sing nyanyi 518 0.00058 
morning pagi 518 0.02087 scold marah 511 0.00175 
doctor doktor 512 0.00641 wash cuci 506 0.00058 
cigarette rokok 506 0.00233 exercise senam 506 0.00037 
maid amah 500 0.05069 give beri 506 0.00175 
religion agama 488 0.11715 chase kejar 488 0.00018 
wind angin 471 0.01398 sweat peluh 476 0.01061 
time masa 465 0.11294 visit lawat 476 0.01061 
judge hakim 465 0.00932 fish pancing 471 0.00291 
prayer doa 444 0.00291 fall jatuh 465 0.02829 
prison penjara 435 0.00117 tear koyak 459 0.00037 
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story cerita 418 0.02156 find cari 441 0.06365 
job kerja 378 0.05011 wait tunggu 441 0.06365 
 
 
LOW IMAGEABILITY WORDS 
NOUNS VERBS 
Target Variable Target Variable 
English Malay Imageability Frequency English Malay Imageability Frequency 
hope harapan 367 0.01626 place letak 365 0.00366 
revenge dendam 343 0.00035 examine periksa 365 0.01768 
practice latihan 339 0.00699 stay tinggal 358 0.06719 
proof bukti 324 0.00583 disturb ganggu 347 0.00058 
fate takdir 318 0.00058 avoid elak 341 0.00117 
choice pilihan 318 0.00932 reduce kurang 341 0.04244 
cost harga 308 0.00583 forget lupa 324 0.00641 
debt hutang 300 0.00035 bring simpan 318 0.08134 
replacement ganti 289 0.00354 believe percaya 306 0.06719 
benefit faedah 277 0.00699 happen berlaku 298 0.08134 
mind fikiran 267 0.01061 continue sambung 282 0.00165 
























SENTENCES USED FOR  
THE SENTENCE COMPLETION 
 
 
High Imageability Nouns 
 
1    televisyen                        Setiap malam, saya tonton __________.     
    television                        Every night, I watch ______.    
 
2    doktor                        Kalau sakit, kita jumpa _________.   
   
    doctor                        If we fall sick, we see the __________.   
 
3    dapur                        Nenek sedang buat kuih di ______.    
    kitchen                        Grandma is making cookies in the _______.      
     
4    angin                        Perut anak kecil itu kembung kerana masuk ______.   
    wind                        The child's tummy is bloated because of _____.      
    
5    lantai                        Pasu bunga yang saya pigang jatuh di atas ________.   
    floor                        The vase that I am holding fell to the ___________.      
    
6    pagi                        Nenek selalu bangun _______.   
    morning                        Grandma always wakes up in the ________.      
     
7    isteri                        Kalau dah nikah, sudah jadi sepasang suami dan ______.   
    wife                        If you get married, you become husband and _________.      
    
8    langit                        Matahari ada di atas ___________.   
    sky                        The sun is in the __________.      
      
9    agama                        Kita pergi masjid untuk dengar syarahan _________.     
    religion                        We go to the mosque to listen to sermons of __________      
        
10    penjara                        Pencuri itu dimasukkan ke dalam __________.      




   rambut 
 
                       Di atas kepala ada ________.     
 
    hair                        You have ________ on your head.    
       
12    kedai                        Kita beli beras di ________.      









13    masa                        Kita dah lambat. Kita tak ada _______      
    time                        We are late. We don't have ________.     
      
14    doa                         Selepas sembahyang kita baca _________.      
    prayers                         After your prayers, we say our __________.     
       
15    hakim                         Orang yang jatuhkan hukuman di mahkamah dipanggil __.      
    judge                         The person who sentences you at court is the _________    
      
16    kerja                         Dia tak ada duit pasal dah kena buang ________.      
    job                         He doesn’t have money because he was fired from his _.   
      
17    rokok                         Dia batuk-batuk pasal dia suka hisap ________      
    cigarette                         He coughs a lot because he likes to smoke the  ___.    
      
18    laut                         Orang tangkap ikan di _________.      
    sea                         You catch fish at the __________.    
     
19    bulan                         Kita dapat gaji pada tiap hujung __________.      
    month                         We get our pay at the end of every __________.      
        
20    buku                         Murid-murid di sekolah kena baca _________.     
    book                         School children have to read __________.     
        
21    bom                         Orang jahat meletupkan tempat itu dengan __________.    
    bomb                         The bad guys exploded the place using _________.    
        
22    amah                         Untuk ringankan beban di rumah, ibu bapa panggil _.    
    maid                         To ease the burden at home, the parents employed a __.    
        
23   hadiah                         Pada harijadinya, dia dapat banyak ________.   




  arahan 
 
                        Cikgu berasa geram pasal murid-muridnya tak ikut __.  
  
   instruction                         The teacher became angry because his students did not follow his ___.    
        
25   cerita                         Awak jangan nak pandai-pandai bawak __________.    
   story                         Don't you any-old-how make ________.    







2.1 High Imageability Verbs 
 
1 cuci                           Kalau baju kotor, kita _________.    
 wash                           If our clothes are dirty, we _________ them.   
 
2 pancing                           Kita pegi ke tengah laut untuk _________.   






                         Kakinya luka kerana dia __________.    
 fell                           His leg is hurt because he __________.    
 
4 senam                           Pagi-pagi, orang tua pergi  ke taman untuk ber_______.  
 exercise                           In the morning, the elderly go to the park to___________.  
 
5 cakap                           Dia bisu jadi dia tidak boleh ________.    






                          Kalau dah malam kita  __________.    
 sleep                           If nightfall comes, we go to __________.    
 
7 mandi                           Kalau badan kita kotor kita pergi ________.   
 bathe                           If our body is dirty, we _________.    
 
8 pakai                           Kita beli gelang baru untuk di________.    
 wear                           I bought a new bangle to __________.    
 
9 belajar                           Kalau kita tak tau pandu kereta, kita mesti ________  
 study                           If we don't know how to drive, we must _________.  
    
10 marah                           Jangan buat sembarang, nanti cikgu ________.  
 scold                           We must do this properly, if not the teacher will ________ us.  
 
11 masak                           Daging mentah ini belum di_________    
 cook                           This raw meat has not been ___________.   
 
12 makan                           Kalau lapar, kita ___________.    
 eat                           If we are hungry, we __________.    
 
13 minum                           Kalau haus, kita __________.     
 drink                           If we are thirsty, we __________.    
 
14 cari                            Duit Mak dia hilang.  Jadi, mak dia suruh dia tolong _______.  
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15 peluh    Kalau kita lari anak-anak, badan kita ber________. 
 sweat                           When we jog, our body will __________.   
 
16 bayar                            Ali pinjam duit saya tapi dia belum _______.   
 pay                           Ali borrowed my moey but has not yet __________.  
 
17 gaduh                           Mereka berdua macam anjing dan kucing kerana mereka suka __. 
 fight                           They are like a pair of cat and dog because they love to _________. 
 
18 koyak                           Kain Ali tersangkut di dawai lalu kainnya ________.  
   
  








                           
                          Pemain muzik itu main gitar sambil me________.   






                          Bapa Ali mati jadi kami semua pergi ________.   
 visit                           Ali's dad died so all of us went to ________.   
 
21 tulis                           Di sekolah, kita diajar baca dan ________.   
 write                           At school, we are taught to read and ________.   
 
22 tunggu                           Ali tak jadi beli mee itu pasal dia tak sabar ________. 
 
 
 wait                           He changed his mind about buying noodles as he got tired of _. 
 
23 beri                           Kalau orang mintak, kita ________.  







                          Kucing itu lari apabila di_________.    
 chase                           The cat ran away when it was _________.    
 
25 sembunyi                           Apabila dia rasa takut, dia masuk bawah katil untuk _________. 
 
 
 hide                           Whenever he feels afraid, he would climb under his bed to ___. 
   
 
4. Low Imageability Nouns 
 
1      fikiran                        Kalau banyak masalah, kita pergi ke taman untuk tenangkan __. 
      mind                       If we have many problems, we go to the park to relax our ______. 
         
2      ganti                       Hamid tak pergi majlis kerana dia sakit. Jadi dia mesti ada seorang __. 
 
        
replacement                       Hamid can't attend the function as he is ill. He must have a __.  
         
3       harapan                       Datuk Ali sakit tenat di hospital. Nampak dah tak ada __________. 
       hope                       Ali's grandfather is critically ill at the hospital. There is no more _. 
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4      latihan                       Setiap petang, pemain bola itu ada __________.   
      practice                       Every evening, the soccer player has to attend ____________. 
         
5     hutang                       Saya tak ada duit tapi saya beli banyak barang. Jadi, saya banyak _. 
     debt                       I don't have money but I spend a lot. Therefore, I have a lot of __. 
         
6     faedah                       Perkara yang sia-sia tak datangkan ________.   
     benefit                       Doing something that is useless will not bring about any ________. 
         
7    dendam                       Dia nak balas ____________.     
    revenge                       He wants to exact ______.     
       
       
8   pilihan 
 
                      Ali ada dua mata air, jadi dia mesti buat _________.       
   choice                       Ali has two girlfriends so he has to make a __________.  
         
9   harga                       Sebelum kita beli barang, kita mesti tahu ____________.  
   cost                       Before we buy something, we must know its ________.  
         
10     peluang                       Orang tua selalu nasihatkan orang muda supaya jangan lepaskan __. 
   opportunity                       The elders always advise the young not to miss out on the __.  
         
11    takdir                       Kalau kita dapat anak cacat, sudah __________.   
    fate                       If we give birth to an abnormal child, it is ________.  
         
12    bukti                       Orang itu tidak dihukum kerana polis tak ada _________.  
    proof                       That man was not convicted as the polis had no ___________. 
         
 
 
Low Imageability Verbs 
   1   percaya                            Ali bilang Osman dia boleh nampak hantu. Osman ketawa 
 
 
                             pasal kata-kata Ali susah untuk di__________.  
   believe                            Ali told Osman that he sees ghosts. Osman laughed   
                             because Ali’s words are hard to _________.   
         
2   ganggu                            Kalau dia lagi berfikir, dia tak suka di________.   
  disturb                            If he is thinking, he does not like to be _________.   
         
3   letak                            Kuncinya hilang dan dia tak ingat di mana dia _________.  
   place                            He lost his key and he can't remember where he ________ them. 
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4   sambung                            Maiminah sedang menjahit apabila telefon berbunyi.    
                             Selepas dia jawab telefon jahitannya di________.   
   continue                            Maimunah was sewing when the phone rang.    
                             After she answered the call, she ________ with her sewing.  
         
5   simpan                            Kalau tak mahu duit hilang, mesti di_______.   
   keep                            If we don’t want to lose our money, we must _________ it.  
         
6   elak                            Sesuatu  musibah yang menimpa tidak boleh di_______.  
   avoid                            An unfornate incident that has befallen cannot be __________.  
         
7   lupa                            Kejadian seram itu tidak dapat di________.   
   forget                            That scary incident is hard to ___________.   
         
8   periksa                            Sebelum naik kapal terbang, polis bukak beg kita untuk di__.  
   examine                            Before we board the plane, the polis will open our bags to be __. 
   
   9   berlaku                            Polis tutup jalanraya di mana satu kemalangan telah _______.       
   happen                            The police closed off the road where an accident has __.  
         
10   tinggal                            Rumah kosong itu tidak ada orang ________.   
   stay                            The empty house has no one ________ in it.   
         
11   kurang                            Kalau sakit darah tinggi, garam dalam lauk mesti di_________. 
   reduce                            If we have high blood pressure, the salt in our food must  be ___. 
         
12   teka                            Kalau kita tak tahu jawapan, kita cuba _________.   
   guess                            If we don't know the answer, we try and ___________ it.  






















LIST OF NON-WORDS USED IN THE  





pising hiruf belap dafi pemu 
mapu geras nudah milam kandai 
kumu gudah naru rasing santu 
husap sikan rari rigan hatang 
munat gotol poben mangi ralu 
punga pebal kuri dikus biap 
kulau lasir bayap rulung botong 
sebi gasil kulu sening sudis 
setah pamu kohi ralap buning 
ratal gakar yaji duas pulu 
 
 
